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In any teleoperated system, there is a Master Environment (ME - human operator), which controls a 
Slave Environment (SE - machine). If the slave can mimic the master well, it will provide a sense of 
immersion (Telepresence). 
 
In the visual feedback system developed, the ME contains a Head Mounted Device (HMD), the 
Virtuality Visette 2, worn by the human operator. A Polhemus FASTRAK receiver is embedded in the 
HMD. Coupled with the FASTRAK system, it provides magnetic tracking of the operator’s head 
rotation. The SE contains two CCD cameras carried by the Head-Eye Module (HEM), which is able to 
rotate with two degrees of freedom (Pan/ Tilt). The HEM receives and follows the head rotation data of 
the operator obtained via network communication from the ME. The two CCD cameras provide the 
operator with a stereoscopic view of the remote environment, displayed in the HMD. The ability of the 
HEM to follow the operator’s head motion provides him or her sense of being in the remote 
environment. 
 
The ME of the force feedback system contains a device known as the Phantom Haptic Interface. This 
mechanical device is able to track the operator’s hand motion via kinematic calculation and constrain 
the hand’s motion in 3 degrees of freedom through force feedback. The SE contains a Mitsubishi PA-
10 robot manipulator with a Force/ Torque (F/ T) sensor and a gripper fitted on its end effector. In the 
same way as the visual feedback system, the PA-10 receives and follows the hand position and 
rotational data of the operator obtained via network communication from the ME. However the 
Phantom also receives force data detected by the Force/ Torque sensor obtained via network 
communication from the SE. This force data is being displayed on the Phantom, by application of force 
on the operator’s hand through motor-driven linkages. A clear example will be that when the operator 
is trying to use the robot to fit a peg in a hole. A misalignment will be perceived as a force resistance 
by the Force/ Torque sensor (as stated above) and this will be experienced by the human operator 
through the Phantom. 
 




All the software developed to control the devices are written in C/ C++ and operated under a special 
Real-Time Environment (RTX) on the Windows NT Operating System. The Master and Slave 
environments are connected through the Ethernet network (TCP/ IP), which is currently the backbone 
of Internet communications. With widespread use and upgrading of this network, the feasibility of this 
telepresence system is greatly enhanced. 
 
A research survey on existing technology for the improvement of the field of telepresence is presented.  
This is followed by a detailed description of the system developed.  The system was subsequently 
evaluated by performing a specific task through network connections.  It was observed that both visual 
and force feedback cues provide effectiveness to the remote manipulation tasks. It is recommended that 
more applications, utilising telepresence in conjunction with developing technologies to improve 
telepresence, be developed to explore further the limits of tasks achievable by robotic telepresence. 
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With advances in technology, human beings have been challenging the limits that define our 
experiences. The development of the wired and wireless communications has made the world smaller. 
At the same time, coupled with new machines, it has allowed us to explore and work in hostile 
environments while being in a safe one. The Explorer probe sent to the edge of our universe is a prime 
example.  
 
However, such tasks are often non-repetitive, unpredictable and hazardous. Take for example, the 
cleaning up of a nuclear power station leak. Entrusting this task to an autonomous machine may be 
close to impossible.  Due to lack of information of the drastically changed environment, navigation and 
task parameters become unpredictable. As a result, designing the autonomous machine may take a 
longer time than allowed. At the same time, the machine will not be able to fulfill its tasks if there were 
any circumstances that are unanticipated by the designer and programmer. In such situations, a human 
operator controlling this machine has more intelligence to circumvent such unforeseen problems. 
 
Therefore, remote control by human operators using multi-sensory inspection and master-slave 
mechanical transportation and manipulation (called teleoperation) is considered. Flexible robotic 
manipulators are considered for job of slave manipulation. The ability to position a robotic end-effector 
and control the speed and force, at which the manipulator moves, makes it the closest equivalent to the 
working ability of a human arm. A sensible and transparent man-machine interface is necessary to mate 
the abilities of the human operator to his/her machine counterpart. 
 
The aim of this project is to improve a teleoperator system that is semi-anthropomorphic.  A 
teleoperator is a machine that extends a person’s sensing and/ or manipulation capability to a location 
remote from that person (Fig 1). The improvement is through a phenomenon called telepresence. It is 




believed that the enhancement to this sensation will ultimately increase the success rate of the task 
performed through teleoperation.   
 
Fig 1: Basic configuration of the teleoperator 
 
Telepresence "means that the operator receives sufficient information about the teleoperator and the 
task environment displayed in a sufficiently natural way, that the operator feels physically present at 
the remote site." (Sheridan, 1992) 
 
The challenge of this work lies in the development of a suitable control system for the robotic 
manipulator, the design and implementation of a man-machine interface, which enhances the sensation 
of telepresence, and the exploration/ exploitation of current communications technology to increase the 








The possible applications of a Telepresence system are numerous:  
• In environmental monitoring and remediation: continuous monitoring and repair of remote 
pipelines, thorough cleansing of chemically hazardous tanks, piloting of data collection airplanes 
through volcanic eruption clouds. 
• In subsea operations: be it the exploration of the deep-sea wonders to the maintenance of deep sea 
oil rigs, machines doing the work of humans would allow greater safety and lower costs.  
• In education and training: virtual world wide knowledge-generating field trips. 
• In exploration: scientists scour the soil of an alien world from the safety and comfort of mission 
control back on earth. 
• In manufacturing: process design and monitoring in distant manufacturing site by centralised 
design team. 
• In health care: a hands-on surgical team operating from virtual operating rooms distributed 
worldwide. 
• In security: robotic surveillance platforms may identify potential intruder and alert human 
operators if necessary. 
• In advertising and sales: consumers may be able to ‘see’ and ‘touch’ products from whatever 
location they are at, before deciding to make the purchase. 
• In entertainment: new consumer industries dedicated to delivering new entertainment systems. 
 
The full presence at a work site, office or industrial, offered by this technology, will immensely expand 
the number of options for individuals in the workforce. 
 
1.2 Objective, Scope & Methodology 
 
The objective of this project is to develop a telepresence system for the telerobotic control of an 
industrial robot manipulator.  
 
This project is a continuation of my earlier work to develop a telepresence system for the telerobotic 
control of an industrial robot manipulator.  The original system includes a vision feedback system for 




remote supervision, and a robot manipulator able to grasp objects through the implementation of a 
gripper, which is controlled simply by the motion of the human operator's arm. Improvements to this 
original system are as follows: (1) a newly designed vision feedback system with better response; (2) 
control of a dexterous seven axes robot manipulator; (3) use of a haptic device to control the robot 
manipulator and provide force feedback concurrently; and (4) development of new software 
incorporating real-time control. The new system can be described as having two major components: 
visual feedback and force feedback systems. 
 
The telepresence system immerses the operator in the remote environment by providing him/ her with 
visual feedback through a stereoscopic vision system and force feedback through a haptic device.  A 
magnetic sensor tracks the motion of the operator’s head.  The vision system simulates his eyes and 
moves according to his motion.  The haptic device tracks the motion of the operator’s hand (which is 
translated into the motion of the robot manipulator) while providing force feedback through monitoring 
of a force/ torque sensor mounted on the robot manipulator’s end-effector. 
 
 The development of the telepresence system is focused on a few parts: the design and development on 
the Head-Eye Module (HEM); the software integration of the haptic device to control the slave robot 
manipulator, and the software-hardware integration. 
 
The HEM holds two CCD cameras that will allow stereoscopic vision to be fed back to a Head-
Mounted-Device (HMD). From two direct-coupled servomotors, the HEM will provide rotating 
motions in two orthogonal axes (Pan/ Tilt) placed in line, that correspond to the positional data from a 
FASTRAK receiver attached to the HMD.  This will allow an almost natural display of the remote 
environment according to the head movement of the user, thus creating the illusion of “being there”. 
 
The Haptic device controls a Mitsubishi Heavy Industries PA-10 robot by sending positional data of 
the stylus as manipulated by the operator’s hand. The robotic manipulator will then be able to mimic 
the hand motion of the user and be used to perform tasks through an attached gripper. The Haptic 
device is also able to restrain the operator’s hand when the robot encounters a reactive force on the 
attached gripper. This is possible because force applied are monitored and force data is collected by the 




controlling computer. This data is provided by a Nitta force/ torque sensor that is attached between the 
gripper and end-effector, and is sent to the haptic device simultaneously while manipulating the robot. 
 
The software providing control and communications to the system is implemented through a Pentium®  
II PC running Microsoft® WindowsNT® with Real-Time Extension (RTX). The reason for the choice 
of this platform is that it is both stable and widely accepted in the manufacturing industry. The HEM 
and the PA-10 are both placed in a remote environment. By observing through the HEM, the robot 
manipulator is controlled by the hand motion of the user to accomplish tasks (namely, to handle 
objects). Previous work done included using an earlier version of HEM with a six degrees of freedom 
Nippon Denso robot as a slave manipulator. This system showed that the interaction between the user 
and the remote environment was sufficiently natural to create a sensation of telepresence and allow 
successful completion of precise pick and place tasks. With the introduction of a new and more 
responsive HEM and incorporation of force feedback while controlling the seven degrees of freedom  
PA-10 robot, a more robust telepresence system is created with a wider range of capabilities.  
 
This thesis is divided into the following sections from this point: 
 
• Chapter 2: Related Work describes the various systems that were developed and explored by 
others.  This chapter also shows how telepresence has been applied, as listed above in possible 
applications. 
 
• Chapter 3: The Telepresence Manipulation System, which contains the overview and detailed 
information on the system developed. 
 
• Chapter 4: System Performance and Evaluation, which shows the performance of the system in 
relation to a specific remote task completion through telepresence. 
 
• Chapter 5: Conclusion and Recommendations, which describes the achievements of this project 
and recommendations for future development. 




2 RELATED WORKS 
 
2.1 Teleoperators, Telepresence and Telerobotics 
 
Teleoperators usually refer to teleoperated robots. The teleoperated robots require routine human-robot 
interaction, while autonomous robots function with no human modification of their activities after their 
programming is completed. The concept of Telerobotics is a superset of teleoperation where a telerobot 
is a hybrid system that contains both teleoperated and autonomous functions. The term teleoperator or 
teleoperation shall be used to describe this system as there are little or no autonomous functions in this 
system. 
 
Telepresence is the achievement of the feeling of actual presence at a remote site during teleoperation. 
Therefore, telepresence cannot be achieved without a teleoperation system, although it is not the cause 
of the system. There are two important questions: What causes telepresence? How is performance of a 
teleoperation system affected by telepresence? There are two approaches that try to explain these cause 
and effect. Both approaches appear to be mutually exclusive of each other. 
 
The first approach is that telepresence is achieved when: “At the worksite, the manipulators have the 
dexterity to allow the operator to perform normal human functions. At the control station, the operator 
receives sufficient quantity and quality of sensory feedback to provide the feeling of actual presence at 
the worksite.” (Akin, et al, 1983). Along with other observations (Sheridan, 1996) (Shloerb, 1995), 
telepresence is an existential phenomenon, which arises from the manipulability of system on the 
remote environment and bilateral sensory interactions. These causes are technology driven and 
therefore it is believed that telepresence improves performance of the teleoperator. 
 
However, it seems that these very causes of telepresence are themselves causes of performance. How is 
it then possible to differentiate the effect of telepresence on performance from that of the causes? 
 




The second approach compares and contrasts telepresence with known psychological phenomena. In 
this approach, the causes of telepresence include the intensity to concentrate on task activity, reaction 
to perturbations so as to receive a desired outcome (feedback and feed-forward relationship) (Endsley, 
1995), creation of identity of self to the remote world (Loomis, 1992) and strength of importance of 
local and remote environment distractions (Psotka, et al, 1993). Although the causes are more diverse 
than that of the technological approach, they also seem to suggest that performance improves with 
telepresence. However, they also show that distractions in the remote environment may actually help 
the operator become more immersed but also distract him/ her from actual task at hand. Therefore, 
being telepresent may also hinder performance. 
 
Therefore a system, which is designed such that there is a feeling of telepresence, will have a positive 
measure of performance, regardless if being telepresent is not always beneficial to the task at hand. By 
following both approaches, researchers are better able to design specifications for a telepresence 
system. Telepresence can occur especially if the full effect of remote environment feedback to the 
senses of the operator  (as well as the operator’s willingness to focus and ability to effect a task) 
deludes and causes him/ her to think and react as though physically present in the remote environment. 
However, this full effect cannot be achieved without advances in technology and understanding of how 
to replicate different sensations effectively through machines. Anthropomorphism in the design of 
teleoperators while useful in making the operator feel telepresent and allowing full human skills and 
dexterity to tackle an unpredictable problem, may also distract us from the task and provide a machine 
configuration that is not optimal for the task (Fischer, et al, 1990). For example, if the task is known to 
be removing of screws, which would be more useful: a highly dexterous gripper holding a screwdriver 
or a screwdriver tool attachment?  
 
Besides the difficulty in deciding the specifications for such a system, one also has to contend with 
problem of measuring the degree of telepresence.  While a number of papers have been published to 
address this issue, there is still difficulty establishing a standard of measurement. The primary reasons 
are that (a) there is an indefinite number of different configurations of telepresence system and (b) the 
degree of feeling of being telepresent by the operator is mostly subjective in nature. It is therefore not 
the intention of developing the system to establish a standard in this work. Rather, it is hoped that in 




designing and developing such a system, sufficient consideration have been given to improving 
operator effectiveness and the completion of the objective task. The judgment of performance of this 
system is based on the effectiveness of the operator is completing the allotted tasks. 
 
2.2 Man-Machine Interfaces for Telepresence 
For a complete telepresence system, there are two sets of interface. One set belongs to the Master 
Environment (ME) and the other, the Slave Environment (SE). In each set, there are the input and the 
output devices. In this discussion, the devices will be narrowed down to those providing visual, force 
and tactile sensations. The duplication of sense of sound, smell and taste are not considered. 
 
2.2.1 Master Environment Input Devices 
 
Trackers are used specifically to monitor the operator’s body motion so that tasks can be performed in 
the remote environment. The development of trackers has always taken into account the following 
factors: accuracy and range, latency of update, susceptibility to interference. There are five major types 
of trackers: Electromagnetic, Optical, Acoustical, Inertial and Mechanical. Most of these devices are 
available commercially, while those developed in laboratories are often mechanical in nature.   
 
Electromagnetic trackers use sets of coils that are pulsed to produce magnetic fields. These fields are 
produced from a transmitter in a base location. Magnetic receivers attached to the body provide 
positional and rotational data relative to the base (transmitter). Limitations of these trackers are a high 
latency for the measurement and processing, range limitations, and interference from ferrous materials 
within the fields. The two primary companies selling magnetic trackers are Polhemus and Ascension.  
 
Optical position tracking systems utilise two different approaches. One method uses a ceiling grid of 
LEDs and a head mounted camera. The LEDs are pulsed in sequence and the camera's image is 
processed to detect the flashes. Two problems with this method are that of limited space (grid size) and 
lack of full motion (rotations). Another optical method uses a number of video cameras to capture 
simultaneous images that are correlated by high-speed computers to track objects. Processing time (and 




the cost of fast computers) is a major limiting factor here. One company selling an optical tracker is 
Origin Instruments.  
 
Acoustical sensors make use of ultrasonic sensors to track position and orientation. A set of emitters 
and receivers are used with a known relationship between them. The emitters are pulsed in sequence 
and the time lag to each receiver is measured. Triangulation gives the position. Drawbacks to ultrasonic 
sensing are low resolution, long lag times and interference from echoes and other noises in the 
environment. Logitech and Transition State are two companies that provide ultrasonic tracking 
systems.  
 
Inertial trackers apply the principle of conservation of angular momentum in miniature gyroscopes that 
can be attached to body. Rotation is calculated by measuring the resistance of the gyroscope to a 
change in orientation. However, these devices generally provide only rotational measurements. They 
are also not accurate for slow position changes. They allow the user to move about in a comparatively 
large working volume because there is no hardware or cabling between a computer and the tracker, but 
they tend to drift (up to ten degrees per minute) and are sensitive to vibration.  
 
Mechanical armatures can be used to provide fast and very accurate tracking. Such armatures may look 
like a desk lamp (for tracking a single point in space– PHANToM Haptic Interface) or they may be 
highly complex exoskeletons (for tracking multiple points in space – Sarcos Dexterous Master). The 
drawbacks of mechanical sensors are the awkwardness of the device and its restriction on motion. The 
companies such as Shooting Star Systems, Space Labs and LEEP Systems make armature systems for 
use with their display systems.  
 
Other input devices used to control the remote environment include joysticks, gloves, body suits and 
treadmills. Gloves and bodysuits utilise the bending of optical fibers to provide hand or body motion 
information to computers. Compared to mechanical exoskeletons, they are less restrictive, allowing the 
operator to perform fluid motions. They can be rather expensive and disorientating if force-feedback is 
not provided. An example of a company providing such devices is Virtual Technologies. Treadmills 
provide the ability to navigate the remote environment naturally in every direction while maintaining 




the operator’s position. This provides a superior sense of immersion as the body feels a sense of 
locomotion in relation to the visual cues provided by HMDs. The Omni-Directional Treadmill (ODT) 
by Visual Space Devices Inc. is a prime example. 
 
2.2.2 Master Environment Output Devices 
 
Of all the five senses (visual, auditory, olfactory, taste, touch), the visual element is the most important. 
Without the ability to see the remote environment, one cannot really perform any tasks easily. In the 
early days of teleoperation, the user viewed the remote environment through a window. Subsequently, 
video cameras and CRT became substitutes for this window. Since then, nothing much has changed 
except for the improvement of the resolution and size of the cameras and the invention of thin LCD 
panels to replace the bulky CRTs. Today, research is still being carried out to develop alternative forms 
of optical displays. 
 
Head Mounted Displays (HMDs) have been the de-facto standard to provide immersive displays since 
the early days of virtual reality. A HMD often contain dual mini-CRTs or LCDs for viewing and is 
lightweight so that it can be worn on a user’s head. The HMD surrounds the operator with only the 
view of the remote environment, secluding and immersing him/ her in this environment. Goertz (1965) 
and Chatten (1972) showed that when a video display is fixed relative to the operator's head and the 
head's own pan-and-tilt drives the camera pan-and-tilt, the operator feels as if he/ she were physically 
present at the location of the camera, however remote it is. The seclusion factor, which is one of the 
main strengths of using a HMD for immersion, poses its greatest weakness too. Secluding users make 
collaborative work in the same room difficult and prolonged usage has been known to cause fatigue 
and disorientation. As a result of this, Spatially Immersive Displays (SIDs) have immerged in more 
recent times. 
 
One famous example of an SID is the CAVE or Cave Automatic Virtual environment. It is a multi-
person, room-sized, high-resolution 3D video and audio environment. Images are rear-projected in 
stereo onto three walls and the floor and viewed with stereo glasses. As a viewer wearing a location 
sensor moves within its display boundaries, the current perspective and stereo projections of the 
environment are updated, and the image moves with and surrounds the viewer. The other viewers in the 




CAVE view these images together. CAVEs were developed primarily for the use of scientific 
visualisation through virtual reality, requiring large computational power  to generate data for display.  
Besides HMDs and SIDs, a revolutionary new way of viewing scans images directly onto the retina of 
the viewer’s eyes. This is known as Virtual Retinal Display (VRD). In a conventional display a real 
image is produced. The real image is either viewed directly or projected through an optical system and 
the resulting virtual image is viewed. With the VRD no real image is ever produced. Instead, an image 
is formed directly on the retina of the user's eye. To create an image with the VRD a photon source (or 
three sources in the case of a color display) is used to generate a coherent beam of light. The resulting 
modulated beam is then scanned to place each image point, or pixel, at the proper position on the 
retina. 
 
The next most important sensation involves touch. Specifically, touch can be separated into force and 
tactile feedback. Touch feedback refers to the sense of force felt by the fingertip touch sensors.  This is 
not to be mistaken with the sense of force felt by sensors on muscle ligaments and bones, which is 
force feedback (Burdeau et al, 1994). The main approaches for finger touch feedback are through 
pneumatic, vibro-tactile, electro-tactile (through providing electric pulses to the skin with varying 
width and frequency) and neuromuscular stimulation (through providing signals directly to user's 
primary cortex). One of the two more popular methods for touch feedback is pneumatic touch 
feedback.  This is done by incorporating a number of inflatable air pockets into a glove.  When the 
slave arm grasps an object (through instruction from the master glove worn by the user), force sensitive 
resistors on the slave gripper would transmit data back to the controller.  This would cause the inflation 
of the air pockets in the master glove at the supposed area of touching.  This has been demonstrated 
successfully in the Teletact II glove by ARRL/ Airmuscle. The other popular method is the vibro-tactile 
displays (voice coils) placed at the fingertips, such as The Touch Master by Exos, which will vibrate at 
a fixed frequency of 210Hz.  Such systems can either generate a vibration of fixed amplitude whenever 
the operator "contacts" an object or vary the frequency and amplitude. 
 
Force can be feedback to the fingers or the arms of the user. The CyberGrasp is a lightweight, 
unencumbering force-reflecting exoskeleton that fits over a CyberGlove and adds resistive force 
feedback to each finger. The grasp forces are exerted via a network of tendons that is routed to the 




fingertips via an exoskeleton. For force feedback to the arms, a force reflecting exoskeleton is also 
applied.  It is basically an exoskeleton arm master with actuators attached to the joints.  An example is 
the Sarcos Dexterous Arm Master which is a hydraulically powered ten degrees of freedom 
manipulator (Jacobsen et al, 1991). There is another class of haptic device unlike those just described. 
This is the PHANToM Haptic Interface by Sensable Technologies. It provides three degrees of 
freedom force feedback to the hand of the user manipulating instrumented gimbal which monitors the 6 
degrees of freedom motion simultaneously. This device is being utilised in this project and will be 
described in greater detail later. 
 
 
2.2.3 Slave Environment Devices 
 
Studies into telepresence by various institutes and research laboratories have resulted in interesting 
systems being developed. 
 
The choice of a configuration for the manipulator that acts as the surrogate of the human in remote/ 
slave environment is often dependent on the task. According to Pepper and Hightower (1984): “We feel 
that anthropomorphically-designed teleoperators offer the best means of transmitting man’s remarkable 
adaptive problem solving and manipulative skills into the ocean’s depth and other inhospitable 
environments.” Such calls for the development of a general-purpose system where the teleoperator is 
shaped and have manipulative capabilities similar to that of a human. Although it is debatable whether 
a general-purpose system will excel in every task, it is undeniable that it does extend the inherent 
abilities of the human operator (dexterity and ingenuity) to the remote environment. 
 
The following devices represent commercial efforts that incorporate anthropomorphism in the design of 
slave manipulators. The Sarcos Dexterous Arm (SDA) includes a human-sized slave that is 
commanded by a master system. The system is fast, strong and dexterous, having ten degrees of 
freedom. The SDA can be used in a variety of applications including production assembly, undersea 
manipulation, research, and handling of hazardous materials. Similarly, the Utah/MIT Dexterous hand 




(UMDH) is the most dexterous robotic hand developed to date. The hand was designed and 
manufactured through collaboration between Sarcos Incorporated, University of Utah and the MIT. 
 
To allow force feedback, commercial force/ torque sensors like the Nitta sensors, mounted on the end-
effector of the manipulator just before the gripper, provide six degrees of freedom force/ torque 
measurement. This data is sent back to the master and force will be exerted on the human operator 
through haptic devices. Capacitance-based tactile sensors are also being developed by the University of 
Utah to be used on the UDMH. 
 
2.3 Application of Telepresence 
 
It is interesting to note that while the idea of teleoperation started very early in human history, 
telepresence is felt only in recent times through the mediation of modern technologies like monitor 
displays and computers. The following examples are successful telepresence projects that are currently 
or already carried out for specific applications. 
 
2.3.1 Environmental monitoring and remediation 
 
Through the quest for a power source that is inexhaustible, 
humans have stumbled upon the power of splitting atoms – 
Nuclear Power. Although it is an abundant source of 
power, it is hardly a ‘safe’ one. To harness this energy, 
harmful radioactive elements are produced and released 
during fission to the cooling systems and containment 
structure. When an accident occurs, it is often that the heat 
built up in the reactor is not dissipated and this causes a 
reactor meltdown. The meltdown causes radioactive 
elements to be released into the environment through 
leaked coolant or radioactive gases. One of the most 
 Fig 2: The Pioneer system
by RedZone Robotics 
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serious accidents of such a nature happened in Chernobyl in April 26, 1986. After this accident, to 
prevent further release of radioactive contaminants, a sarcophagus was constructed over the plant in six 
months. It is uncertain what the condition inside the plant is now and the sarcophagus is showing signs 
of wear. It is therefore imperative that an assessment of the situation outside and inside the plant be 
made. As the area is still hazardous to humans after the accident, the Pioneer system (Fig 2) created by 
RedZone robotics specifically for the purpose of structural assessment and environment assessment of 
the Chernobyl Unit 4 reactor. It is a mobile platform, with a host of sensors, core borers and 
manipulators, which will be teleoperated into this hazardous environment allowing safety for its human 
operators.  
 
Even if the reactor manages to finish its tour of duty (about twenty years) without major incidents, its 
decommissioning and decontamination (D&D) will have to be carefully executed. Shortly after 
shutdown, the reactor will be defueled, drained of heavy water and left in storage for at least ten years 
before D&D. The Chicago Pile-Five (CP-5) reactor is now undergoing D&D. However, the 
dismantlement of the reactor necessarily involves exposure to radiation, which have been measured at 
higher than 1R/ hr. This proved a difficulty for prolonged tasks like the removal of several thousand 
fitted graphite blocks. It led to the decision to use remotely operated dismantlement equipment. The 
Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory (INEEL) built the Dual Arm Work 
Platform (DAWP) for this purpose (Fig 3). It has two manipulators, stereovision cameras, lighting and 
dismantlement tools housed on an epoxy coated carbon steel structure, able to be positioned and 
perform in the confined space within the reactor facility by forklift or crane. The DAWP uses the 
INEEL-developed VirtualwindoW stereovision system to prove visual feedback. The operator uses this 
gaze-controlled vision system so that both hands will be free to use the mini-master controller to 
control the two manipulators on the DAWP. After 18 months of deployment, it has successfully 
removed sixty thousand pounds of graphite blocks, fourteen hundred pounds of lead sheeting, six 
hundred pounds of boral and two thousand pounds of carbon steel, as well as reducing the size of the 
reactor through cutting. 





Fig 3: Operator using the VirtualwindoW system (left) to control the 





2.3.2 Subsea operations 
 
The sea occupies a vast area of the earth’s surface and 
certain parts are often difficult to access especially when 
the depths are too great and/ or the temperature is too 
low. Furthermore, bad weather conditions may create 
rough seas, which make shallow dives by humans 
difficult. For operations like underwater maintenance of 
a deep-sea oilrig, teleoperated machines may one day 
take over the job of human divers. 
 
Currently, there have been efforts to develop and use remotely operated under sea vehicles for the 
purpose of recovery of test ordnance and search and rescue. The first of such is the Cable-controlled 
Undersea Vehicle (CURV) developed in the early 1960s (Fig 4). Its successes included the underwater 
recovery of a hydrogen bomb off the Spain in over two thousand feet of water. One of its successors, 
the CURV III was also successfully deployed to rescue the two-man crew of the submersible Pisces III, 
Fig 4: A Cable Controlled 
Undersea Vehicle (CURV) 




which was bottomed off Ireland. Advanced Tethered Vehicle (ATV), a more recent and advanced type 
of undersea teleoperators, helps in the exploration of shipwrecks. These vehicles utilise technology 
from the Submersible Cable-Actuated Vehicle (SCAT), which was designed and built to investigate the 
combination of underwater stereoscopic television and a head-coupled pan-and-tilt. Commercial 
Constant Transmission Frequency Modulated (CTFM) sonar was also mounted on the pan-and-tilt. 
Wearing a custom-built helmet with two small video monitors contained therein, the operator could 
look right and left, up and down, and have the visual sensation of being present on the vehicle. All this 





There is no environment more hostile to humans than outer space. With our current technology, it is 
impossible for us to provide the logistics of safe interplanetary travel. It is also foolhardy to put humans 
on an environment, which we have little knowledge of. Therefore, machines can be sent to gather 
information that will enhance our preparation to put humans on another planet. The primary function of  
 
 
Fig 5: The Sojourner 
 




Sojourner (Fig 5) is to demonstrate that small rovers can actually operate on Mars. The Russians had 
previously placed a remote control vehicle on the moon called Lunakhod 1 (Luna 16). It landed on 
November 11, 1970 and drove a total of ten and half kilometers and covered a visual area of eighty 
thousand square meters during which it took more than twenty thousand images. Sojourner is the first 
successful attempt to operate a remote control vehicle on another planet.  Communications with the 
rover is not done in real-time because of the approximately 11 minute light-time delay in receiving the 
signals. Sojourner was still able to carry out her mission with a form of supervised autonomous control. 
This meant that goal locations (called waypoints) or move commands were sent to the rover ahead of 
time and Sojourner then navigated and safely traversed to these locations on her own. Sojourner also 
carried out some scans on the Martian rock and soil. With the success of the Sojourner, more rovers 
will be sent to explore Mars before finally sending humans. 
 
 
2.3.4 Health care 
 
In minimally invasive surgery (MIS), an endoscope (a slender camera) and long, narrow instruments 
are passed into the patient's body through small incisions. The surgeon performs the procedure while 
viewing the operation on a video monitor. MIS provides the benefits of reduced patient pain and 
trauma, faster recovery times and lower healthcare costs. 
 
Computer Motion, a leader in the field of medical robotics, has introduced two useful systems -- the 
AESOP and ZEUS systems (Fig 6). AESOP imitates the form and function of a human arm and 
eliminates the need for a member of the surgical staff to manually control the camera. With AESOP, 
the surgeon can maneuver the endoscope using Computer Motion's proprietary speech recognition 
technology 





Fig 6: The Aesop (left) and the Zeus (right) systems 
 
With precise and consistent scope movements, AESOP provides the surgeon with direct control of a 
steady operative field of view. The ZEUS system consists of an ergonomic workstation where the 
surgeon operates handles designed to resemble conventional surgical instruments, while the instrument 
tips remain inside the patient's body. At the same time, the surgeon views the operative site on a 
monitor. ZEUS replicates and translates the surgeon's hand movements, then scales them into precise 
micro-movements at the operative site. As a result, only tiny incisions, roughly the diameter of a pencil, 
are required. ZEUS also eliminates hand tremor and improves surgeon precision and dexterity by 
providing better haptic feedback at the instrument handles compared with conventional instruments. 
Visualisation in 3-D also improves performance and minimises surgeon fatigue. 
 
Teleoperated surgical tools such as these improve quality of medical care to patients. The usefulness of 
the AESOP system is demonstrated in the fact that more than three hundred minimally invasive mitral 
heart valve surgeries have been performed successfully with it. And in clinical studies, there have been 
a 20% decrease in operative time, as well as a 25% decrease in perfusion and cardiac arrest, when 
compared with other video-assisted surgery. When used in situations when the operation is required to 
be carried out in a remote site, it may even save precious minutes between life and death. 








The TeleOperated Vehicle (TOV) (Fig 7) was developed for the US Marine Corps by SSC San Diego 
as part of the Ground Air TeleRobotic Systems (GATERS) program (together with the aerial vehicle), 
and continued under the Unmanned Ground Vehicle Joint Program Office (UGV/JPO) Ground-
Launched Hellfire program (Metz et al., 1992). 
 
Three distinct modules for mobility, surveillance, and weapons firing allow the remote TOV platforms 
to be configured for various tactical missions (Aviles, et al., 1990). The first, the Mobility Module, 
encompasses the necessary video cameras and actuation hardware to enable remote driving of the 
HMMWV from several kilometers away. A robot in the driver's seat of the HMMWV was slaved to the 
operator's helmet back in the control van so as to mimic his head movements (Martin, et al, 1989). The 
two cameras on the robot that look like eyes feed two miniature video monitors on the operator's 
helmet, so that the operator would see in the van whatever the robot was viewing out in the field.  
 
Two microphones on either side of the head served as the robot's ears, providing the operator with 
stereo hearing to heighten the remote-telepresence effect. Electric and hydraulic actuators for the 
accelerator, brakes, steering, and gearshift were all coupled via a fiber-optic telemetry link to identical 
components at the driver's station inside the control van. A low-tension thirty kilometer cable payout 
system dispensed the fiber-optic tether onto the ground as the vehicle moved, avoiding the damage and 
hampered mobility that would otherwise arise from dragging the cable. 
 
Actual HMMWV controls were replicated in form, function, and relative position to minimize required 
operator training (Metz, et al., 1992). After a few minutes of remote driving, one would actually begin 
to feel like one was sitting in the vehicle itself. The human brain automatically fuses sensory inputs 
from two different sources, several kilometers apart, back into one composite image.  





The Surveillance Module was a pan-and-tilt unit transporting a high-resolution sensor package, all 
mounted on a scissors-lift mechanism that could raise it twelve feet into the air. The sensor suite 
weighed approximately three hundred pounds and consisted of a low-light-level zoom camera, an 
AN/TAS-4A infrared imager (FLIR), and an AN/PAQ-3 MULE laser designator. The remote operator 
would look for a tank or some other target with the camera or the FLIR, then switch over to the 
designator to light it up for a laser-guided Hellfire missile or Copperhead artillery round. 
Fig 7: The TeleOperated Vehicle (TOV) 
The Weapons Module provided each of the designed vehicles a remotely actuated .50-caliber machine 
gun for self-defense. In addition to pan-and-tilt motion, electric actuators were provided to charge the 
weapon, release the safety, and depress the trigger. A fixed-focus CCD camera was mounted just above 
the gun barrel for safety purposes. The weapon could be manually controlled with the joystick in 
response to video from this camera, or slaved to the more sophisticated electro-optical sensors of the 
Surveillance Module. One of the remote HMMWVs had a Hellfire missile launcher instead of a 
Surveillance Module, the idea being that one platform looked and designated while the other did the 
shooting. Meanwhile, all the humans could be up to fifteen kilometers away, which is important in 










One of Sarcos’ entertainment engineering main focus is on developing 
robotic figures. Sarcos entertainment robots move with both speed and 
grace and can be made to look people, machines, animals and 
creatures. They can be teleoperated by a remote operator wearing a 
SenSuit and/ or a Hand Master. These robots can be used in 
amusement parks and public performances. Some are even used to 
simulate specimens of extinct creatures. The famous motion picture 
Jurassic Park used these recreated ‘dinosaurs’ (Fig 8). Fig 8: A robotic 
dinosaur by Sarcos21 




3. THE TELEPRESENCE SYSTEM 
 
The telepresence system is built to have a capability to handle general tasks. The framework behind the 
development of a general-purpose system is shown in Fig 9: 
Fig 9: The Telepresence Environment 
 
In this system, the reproduction of the auditory, olfactory and gustatory senses was not considered, 
although these may be added if necessary. Consequently, there are only two sets of senses to be 
duplicated – the Visual and the Haptic senses. The system is like mediation between the work 
environment (slave) and the environment containing the human operator (master). The master devices 
take in the inputs from the human operator and feed to the slave devices. Sensors on the slave devices 
feed back to the master devices, then to the human operator. This can be envisioned in Fig 9 as each 
sense module with its master and slave counterparts connected by feed-forward and feedback links. If 
these links were of such high fidelity and low latency that they become transparent to the operator, it 
would be as though the operator is using his/ her own senses alone to evaluate and perform the task. 




Such a condition would make the person feel telepresent and therefore he/ she will exist in the 
telepresence environment. 
 
3.1 Previous Work 
 
Fig 10: The previous Telepresence System 
 
The initial telepresence system (Fig 10) was built upon certain commercial products. The Polhemus 
tracker is used to track both the head and the arm motions. The head motion is used to control the self-
built Head-Eye Module (HEM), which carries two CCD cameras. The three axis rotation of the HEM is 
slaved to user’s head motion and the user sees a stereoscopic view from the cameras through the Head 
Mounted Display (Virtuality Visette-2 HMD). The user’s hand motion controls the robot manipulator 
(Nippon Denso VS-6354) and operates a gripper to pick things in its workspace. The system was 
evaluated through simple pick-and-place tasks. The operators of the system were not trained initially 
and through a short period of familiarisation, they were able to accomplish the tasks. There was a 
Polhemus tracker 




feeling of immersion while using the system but the operators expressed that the system could still be 
improved in certain areas. 
 
Based on the framework of a general telepresence system, the initial system built can be seen to be 
lacking kinesthetic feedback. The actuation master does not contain a haptic feedback device which 
would feedback force or touch sensations to the user’s hand. At the same time the actuation slave does 
not contain a force or touch sensor.   
 
The HEM is built to be slaved to the user’s head rotation in three axes. The user’s head motion is 
monitored by the Polhemus tracker had an update rate of sixty Hertz(Hz) simultaneous for two sensors. 
As a result of the software written to interface the tracker data with the motors driving the HEM, 
maximum update rate to the HEM was only twenty Hz! This resulted in jerky motion, instead of the 
smooth and fluid motion envisioned. Besides this, the step-down gear head mounted to each motor had 
an undesirable backlash of up to one degree. All these called for a re-design of the HEM, as well as a 
need to improve on the software integration, so as to achieve the desired motion performance. 
 
The entire system was built upon a single PC in the master environment linked to the slave 
environment via direct serial cable connection to the robot controller and cable connection to the 
motors in the HEM. This method of implementation does not allow a great distance between the master 
and slave devices. Hence, for the system to be more versatile and portable, it should have the ability to 
be linked through a common long-distance communication backbone. 
 
3.2 Present Work 
 
The present system takes from the original system, components that have proven to be useful and 
effective, and improves on areas, which were not satisfactory.  The biggest areas of change are: (1) The 
development of a new HEM (known as HEM 2.0); (2) A haptic device, the PHANToM, serves as the 
actuation master, allowing force-feedback to the user’s hand; (3) A new industrial robot with seven 




degrees of freedom, the MHI PA-10*, serves as the actuation slave, allowing greater dexterity; (4) 
Implementation of software control built upon a real time extension to the popular Windows NT 
Operating System, and communication between the master and slave environment through Ethernet.  
 
3.3 Head Eye Module 2.0 (HEM) 
 
The Head Eye Module 2.0 (Fig 11) is developed as part of the effort to further develop a general 
purpose Telepresence System. This new HEM, which is the visual slave, has two axes of rotation 
instead of three as in its predecessor. This elimination of yaw rotation actually helps in simplifying the 
mechanical design, assembly as well as increasing the software update frequency. This resulted in a 
more balanced and portable design without sacrificing much of the sense of presence.  
 
 




The HEM contains two high-speed servomotors, which provides pan and elevation motions that are in-
line and free from backlash. The controller unit is now a separate Industrial PC which contains the 
motor amplifiers and interface circuits. Controller software provides motion control to the motors as 
                                                          
* The PA-10 robot has similar degrees of freedom as a human arm 




well as network communications with the PC, which is in the master environment. Therefore, the 
master and slave PCs can be placed apart by unlimited distances, so long as there are network lines. 
Video feedback is via direct BNC cable connection or wireless transmission. 
 
Fig 12 shows different views of HEM 2.0. The distance between the centers of the cameras can be 
adjusted up to 90 mm (recommended distance is 65mm which corresponds to general human inter-
pupilary separation). The cameras can also be rotated to provide vergence. Human head rotation 
performance is about a range of 180 degrees and 90 degrees for pan and tilt axes respectively, and a 
velocity of 800 degrees per second for both axes. HEM 2.0 can match the range of rotation but has a 
velocity of 360 degrees per second for both axes. It was unnecessary to duplicate velocity values 
because it would be impossible for the cameras to focus. 
 
The HEM can carry a camera/ lens payload of up to 1 kg, and weighs a maximum of 3 kg (based on a 
total combined weight including camera and wiring weight) 
 
Fig 12: Different views of the HEM 
 
3.3.2 Physical components and design 
 
Head Eye Module 2.0 is a product of lessons learnt while designing the original. The motors chosen 











sufficient torque to drive the load while reducing the operating speed to an acceptable level. Resolution 
was a good 0.1 degree for both axes. There is a difference in that the new gear heads were of zero 
backlash type and this eliminated backlash problems inherent in the original. The motors selected were 
from Minimotor and the combinations are 2233(motor) + 22/5(gearhead) + 03B2(encoder) and 
1624(motor) + 16/8(gearhead) + 03B12(encoder) for the pan and tilt axes respectively. 
 
With the need of a compact and lightweight design, machined aluminum of 5mm thickness forms the 
frame of HEM. One-pieced machined aluminum parts for complex shapes were chosen for lightweight 
and accuracy in assembly. This also reduced the amount of fasteners used while improving the rigidity 
of the whole structure.  Despite the tilt axis motor and gear head mounted in line with the tilt axis and 
extending away from the body like ears, this design is still compact. This design also eliminates the 
extra friction and backlash that would be present, if belts or gears drove the axis so that the motor can 
be mounted off-axis. The pan axis motor is mounted inside the neck, which protrudes into the upper 
part of the head. This allows for a shorter base.  The choice of motor mounting positions and the 
overall shape of the frame made for a balanced design where the centers of the inertial loads are about 
the rotational axes. This decreased the moment of inertia for both axes and the subsequently the size of 
the servomotors required.  
 
The original HEM servomotors were controlled via a PC-based motion control card, which has a built-
in PID controller. This control system had a low update rate for inputs and thus it was difficult to 
achieve a fluid motion when following the tracked motion. For the new control system, a dedicated 
software controller was written and control signals were sent via Digital-to-Analog converter PC cards. 
As the controller exists in software, the update rate is only limited by that of the tracked motion. 
 




3.3.3 HEM Control System Design and Implementation 
Fig 13: Representation of the digital control system 
This is a discrete time system, where positional feedback data is sampled through encoder counter 
cards and desired input is translated to output signals through Digital-to-Analogue converter cards by 
the PC. 
 
According to Ogata (1995), the design and implementation requires 
(1) Identification of dynamic model 
(2) Study of frequency and step response of a simple closed loop system (discretised) based on the 
dynamic model 
(3) Design of a compensator, if necessary, to obtain desired frequency and step response 
(4) Modeling of the controller using difference equations, since discrete time signals exists only at 
sample instants and differentials of the signals will be indeterminate 
(5) Coding the control algorithm in a real-time operating system on a PC 
(6) Testing and refining the algorithm on the physical system 
 
 
3.3.3.1 Identification of Dynamic Model 
 
To design an accurate controller, the dynamic model of the HEM has to be first simplified and the 
parameters identified. If the HEM is restricted to move one joint at a time, a generalised one-
dimensional equation of motion is derived to describe the dynamics of each joint. 
 
Identified Dynamic Model 
Transformation of digital values to analogue 
values through specialized hardware 
Feedback of motion outcome, 
analogue to digital signal through 
specialized hardware 






The method of identification consists of taking a series of step response experiments individually. For a 
step input of τ i in joint force/ torque, taking a Laplace transform of (1), 
 
 
In the time domain, the joint position is obtained as 
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Assuming that coulomb friction is negligible, equation (2) reduces to 
 
 
which forms the transfer function for each rotating axis of the HEM 
 
From experiments conducted, the following values were found: 
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3.3.3.2 Designing of Digital Compensator 
 
In a control system design, transient-response performance is usually most important. In the frequency 
response approach, the transient-response performance is specified in an indirect manner – phase 
margin, gain margin, resonant peak magnitude (for system damping), gain crossover frequency, 
resonant frequency, bandwidth (for speed of transient response) (Golten, et al, 1992).  
 
Design in the frequency domain is simple and straightforward. Although the exact quantitative 
prediction of the transient response characteristics cannot be made, the frequency-response plot (Bode 
diagram) indicates clearly the manner in which the system should be modified 
 
A common approach to the Bode diagram design is that we first adjust the open loop gain so that the 
requirement on the steady-state gain is met. Then the magnitude and the phase curves of the 
uncompensated open loop are plotted. If the specifications on the phase margin and the gain margin are 
not satisfied, then a suitable compensator that will reshape the open-loop transfer function is 
determined. 
 
After the open loop has been designed by the frequency-response method, the closed-loop poles and 
zeroes can be determined. Then the transient response characteristics must be checked to see whether 
or not the designed system satisfies the requirements in the time-domain. If it does not, the 
compensator must be modified and the analysis repeated until a satisfactory result is obtained. 
 
Lead compensation was chosen for the system because it essentially yields an appreciable improvement 
in transient response and a small change in steady-state accuracy, although it may accentuate high-
frequency noise effects. Its primary function is to reshape the frequency response curve to provide 
sufficient phase lead angle to offset the excessive phase lag associated with components of the fixed 
system. The procedure for the control system design is outlined as follows: 
 
Assume the following lead compensator: 






The open loop transfer function of the compensated system is 
 
Determine gain K to satisfy the requirement on the given static error requirement. 
 
Draw a Bode diagram of G1(jw), the gain adjusted but uncompensated system. Evaluate the phase 
margin. Determine the necessary phase lead angle Φ to be added to the system. Determine the 
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Determine the frequency where the magnitude of the uncompensted system ( ) is equal to 1
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3.3.3.3 Implementation of Digital Compensator 
 
The digital compensator can be characterised by the duration of the impulse response. By Tustin 




The transfer function is characterised by 
 
In terms of difference equations, 
 
where k is the sampling time interval. 
 
The control algorithm is shown in Fig 14: 
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3.3.4 Performance of system under control 
 
The system was tested using an oscillating signal of 35 degrees amplitude and 2 second period as the 
command input to follow. The uncompensated system performance is demonstrated in the following 
Fig 15 and 16: 
Fig 15: Performance of Uncompensated Tilt Axis Rotation (degrees) vs 
Time (s) while following master motion 
 
Fig 16: Performance of Uncompensated Pan Axis Rotation (degrees) vs 













































Generally, the uncompensated system displayed phase lag from the commanded signal, results in 
following error of as high as 45 degrees for both axes. There was also a certain amount of overshoot, 
especially in the pan axis. 
After applying the compensator, system performance was improved both in the areas of lag and 
overshoot (Fig 17 and 18): 
Fig 17: Performance of Compensated Tilt Axis Rotation (degrees) vs 
Time (s) while following master motion 
 
Fig 18: Performance of Compensated Tilt Axis Rotation (degrees) vs 













































Following error is reduced to a maximum of 5 degrees on average for both axes. 
3.4 PHANToM 
 
For a long time, devices have been built to provide kinesthetic feedback while performing remote 
actions. Initial devices were simple tongs, which evolved into mechanical manipulators with wrists and 
grippers. Mechanical links and cables provided motions and forces between the humans and a remote 
slave. Many of these devices are still in use in the nuclear and hazardous material industries. 
 
Soon, mechanical connection between the master and remote devices were phased out in favour of 
connection via electronic signals. Using motors and simple electronic sensors, it became possible to 
connect human hand actions to remote slave over long distances. Within these devices, motors 
provided the force both to perform the task and to provide the user with the feeling of doing the task. 
 
In 1993, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology's Artificial Intelligence Laboratory constructed a 
device, the PHANTOM, a convenient desktop device that provides a force-reflecting interface between 
a human user and a computer. Users connect to the mechanism by simply inserting their index finger 
into a thimble. The PHANTOM tracks the motion of the user’s finger tip and can actively exert an 
external force on the finger, creating compelling illusions of interaction with solid physical objects. A 
stylus can be substituted for the thimble and users can feel the tip of the stylus touch virtual surfaces. 
 
The Basic PHANTOM (Fig 19) (with three degrees of freedom positional and force feedback) can be 
thought of as a transmission between three DC brushed motors with encoders and the human finger. 
The x, y and z coordinates of the user’s fingertip are tracked with the encoders, and the motors control 
the x, y and z forces exerted upon the user. Torques from the motors is transmitted through pre-
tensioned cable reductions to a stiff, lightweight aluminum linkage. For six degrees of freedom 
positional feedback, a passive, three degree of freedom gimbal (with a stylus) is attached at the end of 
the linkage to replace the thimble. Because the three passive rotational axes of the gimbal coincide at a 
point, there can be no torque about that point, only a pure force. This allows the user hand to assume 
any comfortable orientation.  





Fig 19: The PHANToM Haptic Interface 
 
The PHANTOM has been designed so that the transformation matrix between motor rotations and 
endpoint translations is nearly diagonal. This allows decoupling of the three motors, producing 
desirable results in terms of back-drive friction and inertia. Another interesting design feature of the 
PHANTOM is that two of the three motors move in such a manner as to counterbalance the linkage 
structure. Since the PHANTOM is statistically balanced, there is no need to compromise the dynamic 















3.4.1 The PHANToM as the actuation master 
 
Although the PHANToM was developed primarily for use in a virtual environment, its ability to 
transmit forces to the hand makes it an attractive tool to serve as the actuation master. By having a 
force sensor fitted at the end-effector of the actuation slave, force readings are fed back to the 
PHANToM, which in turn translates to actual forces applied to the user’s hand. 
 
The PHANToM is accessed through software, mainly by the GHOST SDK (General Haptic Open 
Software Toolkit). It is a C++ software toolkit, which provides the interface to the PHANToM 
hardware. Through GHOST, motion of the user’s hand as measured by the PHANToM’s encoders is 
presented in 3-D coordinates. At the same time, force can be applied to the PHANToM through a 
function class of GHOST. According to the GHOST SDK Programmer’s Guide, a typical application 
using GHOST SDK must have the following (Fig 21): 
• Create a haptic environment through the specification of a haptic scene graph 
• Start the haptic simulation process (the servo loop control) 
• Perform application-specific (core) functions that includes the generation and the use of computer 
graphics (not necessary since the remote environment is live video feed viewed through the HMD) 
• Communicate with the haptic simulation process as needed 
• Perform clean-up operations when the application ends 












Fig 22: Axes representation on the PHANToM 




3.4.2 Motion Tracking by the PHANToM 
 
The Haptic scene graph is the haptic environment defined through a series of software function calls. 
After the creation of the haptic environment, the positional and rotational data of the stylus (held by the 
hand) can be captured via the getPostition_WC and getRotationAngles command. These commands 
capture the translation and rotation of the end point of the stylus in and about the X, Y and Z directions 
(Fig 22). Due to the fact that the actuation slave, the PA-10 robot is controlled with a different 
coordinate system, these data have to be transformed after being received by the PA-10 controller. 
  
3.4.3 Force Feedback through the PHANToM 
 
The PHANToM, in its haptic environment, is viewed upon by the software as a node (or an interacting 
object). The high-level software development kit calculates the interactions between the virtually 
created nodes and applies forces to the tip of the stylus when the PHANToM node “collides” with 
anything else. There is only one provision to artificially apply a force directly to the PHANToM node. 
This is through its Force Field Class. 
 
After the creation of the haptic environment, initiating an instance of the force field class object and 
giving it a bounding volume create a “force field”. Once this is done, the PHANToM now lies in a 
force field bounded volume. Within this volume, the software can apply forces directly to the tip of the 
stylus to the three axes via the SetXForce, SetYForce and SetZForce commands. Thus, the forces 
experienced by the end effector of the PA-10 robot is captured by the F/ T sensor, and the force data is 
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The system (Fig 23) is made up of components in the two environments: the master and the slave. The 
PA-10 robot by Mitsubishi now replaces the previous robot, the Nippon Denso robot. Being a seven 
degrees of freedom robot, it has one redundant axes, which is useful in avoiding singularity conditions. 
At the same time, it is controlled by translating the desired position and orientation of the end effector 
to the motor torque values of each individual motor. The Robot Controller PC does this translation and 
the values are downloaded to the hardware controller via Arcnet Interface. The resulting performance 
surpasses the previous in terms of dexterity and flexibility. 
As in the above illustration, Windows Socket Programming links all the PCs up through the Ethernet 
network. The Robot Controller PC and HEM Controller PC are each assigned a static address and act 




as connection servers. The Master Environment PC contains the interface to the Polhemus Tracker that 
tracks the head motion of the operator. It is also the interface for the PHANToM device. After 
initialisation of both devices, the Master Environment PC connects to both the Robot Controller PC 
and HEM Controller PC as a client. Once the connection is established, packets of data are exchanged 
between the PCs. For the HEM Controller PC, it purely receives rotational data of the operator’s head 
and correspondingly moves the HEM. However, the Robot Controller PC returns force data in the X, Y 
and Z-axes, in addition to moving the PA-10 robot according to the motion of the operator’s hand 
controlling the PHANToM device. 
 
3.5.2 Software design 
 
The positional and rotational data of the operator’s hand and head are collected from the respective 
devices interfaced with the Master Environment PC through a multi-threaded software application. 
On one software thread, the head’s movement data is captured and sent to the HEM Controller PC. The 
Polhemus Fastrak device returns requested data, in the form of its proprietary 16BIT Cartesian and 
Orientation values of the receiver, to the PC at 115.2 Kbaud through its RS-232 serial port. software 
routine uses a serial interrupt to trigger the PC to read and translate the data whenever data arrives in 
the buffer. After reading the data, the buffer is cleared and the interrupt is released allowing the PC to 
return to the work of servicing other threads. Once a complete set of data is received from the 
Polhemus, the routine sends a packet of data through open socket “1” consisting of: 1 x Start Byte, 2 x 
4 Byte Rotation Data, 1x Close Connection Byte and 1 x End Byte. The Start Byte and End Byte are 
verified by the software routine at the server (HEM Controller PC) to ensure there are no arbitrarily 
truncated packets. Once received, the individual motor voltage settings are calculated and sent to the 
motor controllers to move the HEM motors. 
On another software thread, the routine polls for the stylus Cartesian and Orientation through the servo 
loop running independently on the PC interface card. After receipt of the full set of data, the routine 
sends a packet of data through open socket “2” consisting of 1 x Start Byte, 6 x 4 Bytes of 6 Axes data, 
1 x Close Connection Byte and 1 x End Byte. Subsequently, the routine tries to receive a packet of data 
from the Robot Controller PC containing the X, Y and Z force data. If successful, the PHANToM will 
be given new force values. 





All the software routines take advantage of the ability of the deterministic routine calls provided by 
RTX Environment. Both the servo control loop calculations for the robot and HEM are performed at an 
exact interval of 1ms each while receiving data updated from the Master Environment PC. 
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4.  SYSTEM PERFORMANCE AND EVALUATION 
 
4.1 Background of Evaluation 
In the design specifications for the system, a transmission medium that can span a great distance is 
desired. Currently, the Internet presents a good example of a far-reaching medium. By following the 
popular TCP/ IP (Transmission Control Protocol/ Internet Protocol), the Windows environment 
provides an easy way of utilising this medium through socket programming. However, since this mode 
of transmission is asynchronous, lags in the motion are inherent.  By using a local area network with a 
dedicated switch, the lags were minimised. The control software for the individual systems was first 
optimised without network communications. Subsequently, the systems were connected and software 
parameters were readjusted until performance was considered ideal. The HEM was able to follow the 






Fig 25: Overview of test rig with robot slave and human master 
separated by partitions 
 




A test group of 20 students was used as operators to complete the allotted task. These students were not 
pre-selected, being visiting students from regional institutions. They were instructed on how to operate 
the PHANToM and that force feedback was expected in the first part of the evaluation. They were then 
given about five minutes to familiarise with the movement of the robot with respect to their own hand 
movements while operating the PHANToM. The remote environment was viewed only through the 
HMD where the HEM acted as the surrogate of the operator’s head and eyes (Fig 25). The judgment of 
performance of this system is based on the effectiveness of the operator is completing the allotted tasks 
with and without force-feedback. 
 
4.2  Test Rig 
The task calls for insertion of two sets of shaped colored pegs into its wooden holder (Fig 26). The 2 
shapes and colors are: round and square, green and yellow. The pegs are cylindrical with a height of 
100mm. The wooden holder has equivalently shaped hole sockets at a depth of 30mm. 
 
The operator views the workspace through the dual cameras carried by the HEM. The HEM is 
positioned behind the workspace to view it as a person would, when he/ she is performing a task with 
bare hands. With the stereoscopic effect of the dual cameras, the operator has depth perception to aid 
the insertion. 
 
Fig 26 The Test Rig 




In the first part, the operator is to pick up and insert the set of yellow pegs with the aid of force 
feedback. Once this is done, the next set of green pegs is inserted without aid of force feedback. 
 
4.3 Results 
Table 1 shows the data collected in terms of the time taken by each of the 20 subjects to complete the 
task of peg insertion: 
Subject  
Time to insert yellow 
pegs (s) (w/ force-
feedback) 
Time to insert green 




1 324 532 208 
2 204 422 218 
3 293 575 282 
4 408 600 192 
5 265 408 143 
6 244 414 170 
7 273 465 192 
8 343 535 192 
9 435 600 165 
10 278 495 217 
11 232 478 246 
12 198 397 199 
13 308 411 103 
14 267 355 88 
15 289 411 122 
16 365 530 165 
17 256 243 -13 
18 323 546 223 
19 268 434 166 
20 297 507 210 
AVERAGE 293.5 467.9 174.4 
Table 1: Time taken by operators to complete task with and without 
force feedback 
 
It was observed that on average, it took 293.5 s to insert the two yellow pegs with the maximum of 
435s and minimum of 198s. Without force feedback, it took an average of 467.9 s to insert the two 
green pegs with the maximum of 600s (unable to complete) and minimum of 243s. It should be noted 
that the task without force feedback was arranged deliberately after the subjects have had practice with 
the system inserting the yellow pegs. Out of the 20 subjects, only one subject managed to complete the 
task faster without force feedback. It took the rest an average of extra 174.4 s to complete the task 




without force feedback. This suggests that force feedback provided a sense of telekinethesis, which 
improved the telepresence experience and positively aided in the completion of the tasks. 
 


















Fig 27: Performance of operator with respect to time(s) 
 
In Fig 27, it was also observed that those subjects who performed well in inserting the yellow pegs 
tended have a better performance in inserting the green pegs than those who did not do as well. This 
suggests that those subjects had the desire and ability to concentrate on task activity and to immerse 
himself/ herself to the remote world. This also aided in the telepresence experience and translated to 
faster task completion. 
  
With the ability of 18 out of 20 subjects able to complete the full task of inserting all 4 pegs, this 
system has fulfilled its objective of attempting to make the operator “telepresent” in his/ her remote 
environment. The operator was able to control his/ her remote slave to complete a task requiring 
dexterity, accuracy and perception of depth. Although the task could be completed in mere seconds if 
the pegs were held in the hands of the operator, it should be understood that the operator still lacks a 
sense of telepropriopception to the slave self which is not anthropomorphic. It is however, outstanding 
to note that force feedback, providing a sense of carrying the weight of the peg as if it were in the hand 
contributed to the task completion. 




5. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
 
Unknowingly, the application of telepresence to our everyday life is actually commonplace. There has 
been an influx of “web cams” to remotely survey areas of interest. Without the rapid development of 
the Internet within the last decade, this may still have been the stuff of science fiction. Indeed, with the 
continuing development of relevant technologies, achieving the goal of experiencing full telepresence 
becomes increasingly possible. 
 
The system demonstrated has integrated various virtual reality as well as industrial hardware. The 
important element of force feedback has been implemented to replicate the sense of touch. Through the 
test rig, it was observed that the inclusion of this sense aided positively in the performance of the 
operator. It is certain that when more different human senses can be replicated through specialised 
devices, the experience and effect of telepresence will improve. With the improved bandwidth of 
network communications, sending of small data packets are becoming almost instantaneous. Since 
control of a remote slave requires only sending and receiving of desired positions and other parameters 
(like force readings), the lag in performance and quality of feedback will continue to reduce until 
master-slave motions and experiences are synchronised. 
 
This prospect is an exciting one because the applications of telepresence can be numerous and 
beneficial. Many useful applications have been mentioned earlier. Notably, those applications that 
ensure the safety of human lives, like Decommissioning and Decontamination of Nuclear Reactors, are 
shining examples. It is therefore recommended that the development of telepresence should not be 
confined to the creation of technologies to enhance this sensation. Rather, the same amount of effort 
should be made to develop applications that make use of telepresence. 
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Negative direction motion, Initial  estimates: Bm1= 0.1181, Tc1= -0.7423
T1 Qss1 Q1 T1 Jm1 Bm1 Tc1
-10.201 -2 -10.201 -2.3223 -2 0.0281 0.1233 -0.7953
-9.8755 -1.9 -9.8755 -2.0833 -1.9 0.0247 0.1172 -0.7337
-8.9969 -1.8 -8.9969 -1.9457 -1.8 0.0254 0.1176 -0.7375
-8.1934 -1.7 -8.1934 -1.9703 -1.7 0.0281 0.1169 -0.7324
-7.5814 -1.6 -7.5814 -1.8569 -1.6 0.0277 0.1131 -0.7046
-6.593 -1.5 -6.593 1.4316 -1.5 0.025 0.1149 -0.7214
-5.625 -1.4 -5.625 -0.9715 -1.4 0.0202 0.1169 -0.7357
-4.63 -1.3 -4.63 -0.8297 -1.3 0.0216 0.1205 -0.7532
-3.6318 -1.2 -3.6318 -0.5789 -1.2 0.0201 0.126 -0.7711
-3.0406 -1.1 -3.0406 -0.5045 -1.1 0.0195 0.1176 -0.7409
Average 0.02404 0.1184 -0.74258
Deviation 0.003438 0.003855 0.025506
Positive direction motion, Initial estimates: Bm1= 0.1865, Tc1= 0.8534
T1 Qss1 Q1 T1 Jm1 Bm1 Tc1
3.4139 1.5 3.4139 0.463 1.5 0.025687 0.189402 0.863308
4.1096 1.6 4.1096 0.6256 1.6 0.027656 0.181672 0.83356
4.5241 1.7 4.5241 0.6982 1.7 0.02888 0.187131 0.856255
5.4382 1.8 5.4382 0.9058 1.8 0.028993 0.174065 0.785776
5.2349 1.9 5.2349 0.874 1.9 0.033379 0.199927 0.923691
6.1219 2 6.1219 0.9734 2 0.02978 0.187295 0.858266
6.9418 2.1 6.9418 1.2544 2.1 0.03245 0.179579 0.805354
6.9645 2.2 6.9645 1.1636 2.2 0.032304 0.193352 0.901121
7.8782 2.3 7.8782 1.3337 2.3 0.031085 0.183621 0.830716
8.1703 2.4 8.1703 1.3842 2.4 0.03207 0.189295 0.876239
Average 0.030228 0.186534 0.853428
Deviation 0.002451 0.007293 0.041712
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Negative direction motion, Initial estimates: Bm2= 0.2406, Tc2= -0.0217
T2 Qss2 Q2 T2 Jm2 Bm2 Tc2
-5.579 -1.4 -5.579 -1.6606 -1.4 0.073535 0.247051 -0.057693
-5.2615 -1.3 -5.2615 -1.6593 -1.3 0.076619 0.242954 -0.034083
-5.1694 -1.2 -5.1694 -1.7353 -1.2 0.076516 0.227937 0.043758
-4.5481 -1.1 -4.5481 -1.5208 -1.1 0.079278 0.237088 -0.005727
-3.9517 -1 -3.9517 -1.2246 -1 0.076718 0.247564 -0.049221
-3.5907 -0.9 -3.5907 -1.1217 -0.9 0.076412 0.244604 -0.036078
-3.2183 -0.8 -3.2183 -1.0101 -0.8 0.075903 0.241836 -0.025677
-2.829 -0.7 -2.829 -0.9597 -0.7 0.081338 0.239767 -0.019343
-2.3526 -0.6 -2.3526 -0.8251 -0.6 0.086211 0.245813 -0.033964
-2.0762 -0.5 -2.0762 -0.6861 -0.5 0.076129 0.230373 -0.000466
Average 0.077866 0.240499 -0.021849
Deviation 0.003592 0.006817 0.029012
Positive direction motion, Initial estimates: Bm2= 0.2417, Tc2= 0.0619
T2 Qss2 Q2 T2 Jm2 Bm2 Tc2
1.726 0.5 1.726 0.5589 0.5 0.082191 0.253824 0.082826
2.2829 0.6 2.2829 0.6791 0.6 0.070117 0.235709 0.048223
2.84 0.7 2.84 0.9626 0.7 0.076155 0.224683 0.013572
2.9465 0.8 2.9465 0.9941 0.8 0.084515 0.250501 0.087831
3.6759 0.9 3.6759 1.2982 0.9 0.080521 0.227999 0.011535
3.8469 1 3.8469 1.2458 1 0.078972 0.243859 0.070204
3.9322 1.1 3.9322 1.2216 1.1 0.082016 0.264 0.149587
5 1.2 5 1.6952 1.2 0.077172 0.22762 -0.0085
5.1266 1.3 5.1266 1.6714 1.3 0.078737 0.241505 0.060901
5.3605 1.4 5.3605 1.7271 1.4 0.080426 0.249622 0.104367
Average 0.079082 0.241932 0.062055
Deviation 0.004005 0.01291 0.047944
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//                                                     
//                       HEM2.C                       
//                                                     
//                                           
//                                                     
//         









#include <string.h> /* strcpy(), strncpy(), strlen(), strcat(), strupr() */ 
#include <stdlib.h> /* atof(), labs(), exit() */ 
 
 
#define PCL833_BASE   0x200  /* Base address of Pcl833 Encoder card */ 
#define AX5414_BASE   0x210  /* Base address of Ax5414 D/A card */ 
#define ACL8112DG_BASE   0x230  /* Base address of ACL8112DG card */ 
#define MSGSTR_SEM_POST "Message.SemPost" 
 
#ifdef INPW 
# undef INPW 
#endif 




# undef INP 
#endif 




# undef OUTPW 
#endif 




# undef OUTP 
#endif 
#define OUTP(x,y) RtWritePortUchar((PUCHAR)(x), (UCHAR)(y)) // Write 1 byte 
 
//#define printf(x) RtPrintf(x) 
#define STOP_TIME 1 
 
// Some Constants 
#define FROM_S_TO_100NS 10000000 
 
#define FROM_MS_TO_100US 10000 // from 100 us to ms 
#define FROM_S_TO_MS  1000 
#define FROM_S_TO_100US  FROM_S_TO_MS*FROM_MS_TO_100US 
#define TASK_PERIOD 0.0005 
#define TIMER TASK_PERIOD*FROM_S_TO_100US // in seconds 
 
//#define AMPLITUDE 10. 
//#define PERIOD  10. 
#define PI   3.1415926535897932384626433832795 
#define FREQUENCY 1/PERIOD 
#define OMEGA  2*PI*FREQUENCY 
#define DEG_TO_RAD PI/180. 
#define RAD_TO_DEG 180./PI 
 
//serial port definitions 
#define     COM1_BASE   0x3F8 // base addr. of Com Port 1  
 C1
 
#define  TXDATA   COM1_BASE  // Transmit register      
#define  RXR       COM1_BASE    // Receive register    
#define     DLAB  COM1_BASE  // baud rate divisor latch 
#define     IER         COM1_BASE + 0x1 // interrupt enable register 
#define     IIR   COM1_BASE + 0x2 // interrupt status register (renamed as IIR so as not to 
          // be confused 
ISR=interupt service routine) 
#define     LCR   COM1_BASE + 0x3 // line control register  
#define  MCR        COM1_BASE + 0x4 // modem control register 
#define  LSR       COM1_BASE + 0x5 // line status register 
 
#define     ICR   0x20   // interrupt control register (pic)  
#define     EOI   0x20   // line control register  
 
#define  IRQ4_VECTOR 0x0C   // interrupt vector address for hardware interrupt 4 
#define  IRQ4        0x04   // hardware interrupt 4 
PVOID ihr;        // user assigned interrupt handler 
HANDLE sdh; 




void com_init();        //  initializes COM 1      
void RTFCNDCL serial_interrupt(PVOID pdt); 
//void RTFCNDCL calcTask(PVOID addr); 
void RTFCNDCL shutdownh(PVOID dummy, long cause); 
void fail(char *mesg); 
void send_character(char ch); 
void send_string(char *s); 
void convert(unsigned char s1,unsigned char s2); 
void start_polhemus(int dummy, int dummy1); 
void stop_polhemus(int dummy, int dummy1); 
 
char command1[] = "O1,18,19,0\r", command2[] = "O2,18,19,1\r", command3[] = "B1\r", command4[] = "B2\r"; 
int com_initdone = 0, endbuf = 0,trashbuf = 0, n = 0, i = 0, j = 0; 
unsigned char buffer[34]="", trash; 
 
//sine function definitions 
double   realtime; 
double   q[2], qdes[2];  //Angle (e.g. error=qdes-q) 
double   dq[2], dqdes[2]; //Angular Velocity 
double   ddq[2], ddqdes[2]; //Angular Acceleration 
double   qinit[2]; // Initial Angle 
double   dqinit[2]; // Initial Ang Vel (0==Stationary) 
double   ddqinit[2]; // Initial Ang Acc (0==Stationary) 
double   qfinal[2]; // Amplitude of sine 
double   dqfinal[2],ddqfinal[2]; // Target 
short oldTime; //flag for startime 
 
//Shared memory structure  
typedef struct test 
{ 
 short start; 
 short start_sine; 
 short start_polhemus; 
 short start_joystick; 
 short end; 
 short home; 
 short displayflag; 
 short polhemus_doneflag; 
 short oldTime; //flag for startime 
 int Option; 
 int channel_no;  //Channel no. of D/A output or Encoder input 
 int control_port; 
 int digital_byte; 
 int value_1; 
 int value_2; 
 int value_3; 
 int value_4; 
 C2
 int value_a; 
 int value_b; 
 int value_c; 
 int OutReg[16];  //Output Registers and Input Registers 
 int InReg[16]; 
 int counter1; 
 int counter2; 
 int counter3; 
 double y_axis; 
 double z_axis; 
 double result_buffer[33]; 
 double desired_position1; 
 double desired_position2; 
 int count; 
 double sine_amplitude1; 
 double sine_amplitude2; 
 double sine_period; 
 double Kp1; 
 double Kp2; 
 int number;   //Function number selection 
 double period; 
 double ad[3]; 






int digital_0, digital_1, digital_2, digital_3, digital_4, digital_5, digital_6, digital_7; 
double desired_output1, prev_desired_output1, desired_output2, prev_desired_output2; 
double position_error1, prev_position_error1, position_error2, prev_position_error2; 
 
//int record1[101], record2[101]; 
//double radian1, radian2; 
/* 
int vCh_SetInputMode(int ChannelNo, int option); 
int vCh_SetInputMode(int ChannelNo, int option); 
int vCh_SetInputMode(int ChannelNo, int option); 
int vCh_DefineResetValue(int ChannelNo, int option); 
int vCh_DefineResetValue(int ChannelNo, int option); 
int vCh_DefineResetValue(int ChannelNo, int option); 
int vCh_SetLatchSource(int ChannelNo, int option); 
int vCh_SetLatchSource(int ChannelNo, int option); 
int vCh_SetLatchSource(int ChannelNo, int option); 
int vCh_IfResetOnLatch(int ChannelNo, int option); 
int vCh_IfResetOnLatch(int ChannelNo, int option); 
int vCh_IfResetOnLatch(int ChannelNo, int option); 
int vLatchWhenOverflow(int ChannelNo, int option); 
int vCounterReset(int ChannelNo, int option); 
int vChooseSysClock(int ChannelNo, int option); 
int vSetCascadeMode(int ChannelNo, int option); 
int vSet16C54TimeBase(int ChannelNo, int option); 
int vSetDI1orTimerInt(int ChannelNo, int option); 
int vSet16C54Divider(int ChannelNo, int option); 
int vCh_Read(int ChannelNo, int option); 
int vStatus_Read(int ChannelNo, int option); 





//:  Ax5414 functions 
//::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
/* 
   This function is used to convert digital number to analog value on 
   one of the DAC ports (DAC1 - DAC4) of ax5414 card. The digital number 
   is in the range of 0 to 4095. 
*/ 
void DAC(int channel, int dummy) 
{ 
 C3
    int low_byte, high_byte, value; 
 
 switch(channel) 
    { 
      case 1: channel = AX5414_BASE; value = pCommon->value_1; break; 
      case 2: channel = AX5414_BASE+2; value = pCommon->value_2; break; 
      case 3: channel = AX5414_BASE+4; value = pCommon->value_3; break; 
      case 4: channel = AX5414_BASE+6; value = pCommon->value_4; break; 
      default: printf("Channel 1 - 4 only.\n"); exit(0); break; 
    } 
  
 if((value > 4095) || (value < 0)) 
    { 
      printf("DAC code must be within 0 - 4095. \n"); 
      return; 
    } 
    high_byte = value / 256; 
    low_byte = value - high_byte * 256; 
    OUTP(channel,low_byte); 




void Control(int channel, int dummy) 
{ 
 OUTP(AX5414_BASE+11, pCommon->control_port); 
} 
 
void PortInput(int channel, int dummy) 
{ 
 int value; 
 
 switch(channel) 
    { 
      case 5: channel = AX5414_BASE+8; break; 
      case 6: channel = AX5414_BASE+9; break; 
      case 7: channel = AX5414_BASE+10; break; 
      default: printf("Ports A-C only.\n"); exit(0); break; 
    } 
 value = INP(channel); 
 
 switch(channel) 
    { 
      case 5: pCommon->value_a = value; break; 
      case 6: pCommon->value_b = value; break; 
      case 7: pCommon->value_c = value; break; 
    } 
} 
 
void PortOutput(int channel, int dummy) 
{ 
 int value; 
 
 switch(channel) 
    { 
      case 5: channel = AX5414_BASE+8, value = pCommon->value_a; break; 
      case 6: channel = AX5414_BASE+9; value = pCommon->value_b;break; 
      case 7: channel = AX5414_BASE+10; value = pCommon->value_c;break; 
      default: printf("Ports A-C only.\n"); exit(0); break; 
    } 
 OUTP(channel, value); 
} 
 
void DigitalInput(int channel, int dummy) 
{ 
 pCommon->digital_byte = INP(AX5414_BASE+12); 
} 
 
void DigitalOutput(int channel,int dummy) 
{ 
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//:  Pcl833 functions 
//::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
 
void vCh_SetInputMode(int ChannelNo ,int option){ 
 
   int OutputReg, PortAddress, RegIndex; 
 
   switch(ChannelNo){ 
 case ch1:  PortAddress= PCL833_BASE + 0;  RegIndex= 0;   break; 
 case ch2:  PortAddress= PCL833_BASE + 1;  RegIndex= 1;   break; 
 case ch3:  PortAddress= PCL833_BASE + 2;  RegIndex= 2;   break; 
 default:   printf("Channel number error (vCh_SetInputMode)!");//return(CHANNEL_NUM_ERR); 
   } 
 
   OutputReg= pCommon->OutReg[RegIndex] & 0x08; 
   switch(option){ 
 case times1: 
 case times2: 
 case times3: 
 case PclDisable: 
 case TwoPulseIn: 
 case OnePulseIn: 
 case cascade:     OUTP(PortAddress,OutputReg | option);  break; 
 
 default:         printf("Parameter error (vCh_SetInputMode)!"); //return(PARAMETER_ERR); 
   } 
   pCommon->OutReg[RegIndex]= OutputReg | option; 







void vCh_DefineResetValue(int ChannelNo ,int option){ 
 
   int OutputReg, PortAddress, RegIndex; 
 
   switch(ChannelNo){ 
 case ch1:  PortAddress= PCL833_BASE + 0;  RegIndex= 0;   break; 
 case ch2:  PortAddress= PCL833_BASE + 1;  RegIndex= 1;   break; 
 case ch3:  PortAddress= PCL833_BASE + 2;  RegIndex= 2;   break; 
 default:   printf("Channel number error (vCh_DefineResetValue)!");//return(CHANNEL_NUM_ERR); 
   } 
 
   OutputReg= pCommon->OutReg[RegIndex] & 0x07; 
   switch(option){ 
 case begin: 
 case middle:   OUTP(PortAddress,OutputReg | option);   break; 
 default:       printf("Parameter error (vCh_DefineResetValue)!"); //return(PARAMETER_ERR); 
   } 
   pCommon->OutReg[RegIndex]= OutputReg | option; 







void vCh_SetLatchSource(int ChannelNo ,int option){ 
 
   int OutputReg, PortAddress, RegIndex; 
 
   switch(ChannelNo){ 
 case ch1:  PortAddress= PCL833_BASE + 3;  RegIndex= 3;   break; 
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 case ch2:  PortAddress= PCL833_BASE + 4;  RegIndex= 4;   break; 
 case ch3:  PortAddress= PCL833_BASE + 5;  RegIndex= 5;   break; 
 default:   printf("Channel number error (vCh_SetLatchSource)!");//return(CHANNEL_NUM_ERR); 
   } 
 
   OutputReg= pCommon->OutReg[RegIndex] & 0x08; 
   switch(option){ 
 case SwReadLatch: 
 case IndexInLatch: 
 case DI0Latch: 
 case DI1Latch: 
 case TimerLatch:    OUTP(PortAddress,OutputReg | option);  break; 
 
 default:            printf("Parameter error (vCh_SetLatchSource)!"); //return(PARAMETER_ERR); 
   } 
   pCommon->OutReg[RegIndex]= OutputReg | option; 







void vCh_IfResetOnLatch(int ChannelNo ,int option){ 
 
   int OutputReg, PortAddress, RegIndex; 
 
   switch(ChannelNo){ 
 case ch1:  PortAddress= PCL833_BASE + 3;  RegIndex= 3;   break; 
 case ch2:  PortAddress= PCL833_BASE + 4;  RegIndex= 4;   break; 
 case ch3:  PortAddress= PCL833_BASE + 5;  RegIndex= 5;   break; 
 default:   printf("Channel number error (vCh_IfResetOnLatch)!");//return(CHANNEL_NUM_ERR); 
   } 
 
   OutputReg= pCommon->OutReg[RegIndex] & 0x07; 
   switch(option){ 
 case ResetNo: 
 case ResetYes:   OUTP(PortAddress,OutputReg | option);   break; 
 
 default:       printf("Parameter error (vCh_IfResetOnLatch)!"); //return(PARAMETER_ERR); 
   } 
   pCommon->OutReg[RegIndex]= OutputReg | option; 







void vLatchWhenOverflow(int ChannelNo ,int option){ 
   switch(option){ 
    case  Latch_Ch1:   pCommon->OutReg[6] &= 0x06;   break; 
    case  Latch_Ch2:   pCommon->OutReg[6] &= 0x05;   break; 
    case  Latch_Ch3:   pCommon->OutReg[6] &= 0x03;   break; 
    case  FreeAll:     pCommon->OutReg[6] = 0x07;    break; 
    default: printf("Parameter error (vLatchWhenOverflow)!"); //return(PARAMETER_ERR); 
   } 
   OUTP(PCL833_BASE+6, pCommon->OutReg[6]); 








void vCounterReset(int ChannelNo ,int option){ 
  switch(option){ 
    case Reset_Ch1:   pCommon->OutReg[7] = 0x01; 
                break; 
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    case Reset_Ch2:   pCommon->OutReg[7] = 0x02; 
                break; 
    case Reset_Ch3:   pCommon->OutReg[7] = 0x04; 
                break; 
    case NoneReset:   pCommon->OutReg[7] =0; 
                break; 
    default: printf("Parameter error (vCounterReset)!"); //return(PARAMETER_ERR); 
  } 
  OUTP(PCL833_BASE+7, pCommon->OutReg[7]); 







void vChooseSysClock(int ChannelNo ,int option){ 
 
   int OutputReg; 
 
   OutputReg= pCommon->OutReg[8] & 0x0c; 
   switch(option){ 
 case Sys8MHZ: 
 case Sys4MHZ: 
 case Sys2MHZ:  OUTP(PCL833_BASE+8, OutputReg | option);   break; 
 
 default:    printf("Parameter error (vChooseSysClock)!"); //return(PARAMETER_ERR); 
   } 
   pCommon->OutReg[8]= OutputReg | option; 







void  vSetCascadeMode(int ChannelNo ,int option){ 
 
   int OutputReg; 
 
   OutputReg= pCommon->OutReg[8] & 0x03; 
   switch(option){ 
 case c24bits:   // no cascade 
    OUTP(PCL833_BASE+8,OutputReg | option); 
    break; 
 case c48bits:   // ch1 ch2 cascade 
       OUTP(PCL833_BASE+8,OutputReg | option); 
    vCh_SetInputMode(ch2, cascade); 
    break; 
 case c72bits:   // ch1 ch2 ch3 cascade 
    OUTP(PCL833_BASE+8,OutputReg | option); 
    vCh_SetInputMode(ch2, cascade); 
    vCh_SetInputMode(ch3, cascade); 
    break; 
 
 default:    printf("Parameter error (vSetCascadeMode)!"); //return(PARAMETER_ERR); 
   } 
   pCommon->OutReg[8]= OutputReg | option; 








void  vSet16C54TimeBase(int ChannelNo ,int option){ 
 
   int OutputReg; 
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   OutputReg= pCommon->OutReg[9] & 0x08; 
   switch(option){ 
 case tPoint1ms: 
 case   t1ms: 
 case  t10ms: 
 case t100ms: 
 case    t1s:    OUTP(PCL833_BASE+9, OutputReg | option);   break; 
 
 default:    printf("Parameter error (vSet16C54TimeBase)!"); //return(PARAMETER_ERR); 
   } 
   pCommon->OutReg[9]= OutputReg | option; 







void  vSetDI1orTimerInt(int ChannelNo ,int option){ 
 
   int OutputReg; 
 
   OutputReg= pCommon->OutReg[9] & 0x07; 
   switch(option){ 
 case  DI1Int   : 
 case  TimerInt : OUTP(PCL833_BASE+9, OutputReg | option);   break; 
 
 default:    printf("Parameter error (vSetDI1orTimerInt)!"); //return(PARAMETER_ERR); 
   } 
   pCommon->OutReg[9]= OutputReg | option; 







void  vSet16C54Divider(int ChannelNo ,int option){ 
 
 OUTP(PCL833_BASE+10, option); 
    pCommon->OutReg[10]= option; 





//:  READ FUNCTION 
//::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
 
void vCh_Read(int ChannelNo, int option){ 
 
 
   switch(ChannelNo){ 
 
 case ch1: 
     pCommon->InReg[2]=INP(PCL833_BASE + 2); 
     pCommon->InReg[0]=INP(PCL833_BASE); 
     pCommon->InReg[1]=INP(PCL833_BASE + 1); 
     break; 
 
 case ch2: 
     pCommon->InReg[6]=INP(PCL833_BASE + 6); 
     pCommon->InReg[4]=INP(PCL833_BASE + 4); 
     pCommon->InReg[5]=INP(PCL833_BASE + 5); 
     break; 
 
 case ch3: 
     pCommon->InReg[10]=INP(PCL833_BASE + 10); 
     pCommon->InReg[8]=INP(PCL833_BASE + 8); 
     pCommon->InReg[9]=INP(PCL833_BASE + 9); 
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     break; 
 
 default:   printf("Channel number error (vCh_Read)!"); //return(CHANNEL_NUM_ERR); 
   } 








void vOverflow_Read(int ChannelNo, int option){ 
 
   pCommon->InReg[3]= INP(PCL833_BASE + 3); 
   pCommon->InReg[7]= INP(PCL833_BASE + 7); 
   pCommon->InReg[11]= INP(PCL833_BASE + 11); 




void vStatus_Read(int ChannelNo, int option){ 
 
   pCommon->InReg[14]= INP(PCL833_BASE + 14); 




//: A/D Functions 
//::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
 
void AD_Input_Ch(int ChannelNo, int option){ 
 
 int RegIndex; 
  
 switch(option){ 
 case s_ch0:    RegIndex= 16;   break; 
 case s_ch1:    RegIndex= 17;   break; 
 case s_ch2:    RegIndex= 18;   break; 
 case s_ch3:    RegIndex= 19;   break; 
 case s_ch4:    RegIndex= 20;   break; 
 case s_ch5:    RegIndex= 21;   break; 
 case s_ch6:    RegIndex= 22;   break; 
 case s_ch7:    RegIndex= 23;   break; 
 case s_ch8:    RegIndex= 40;   break; 
 case s_ch9:    RegIndex= 41;   break; 
 case s_ch10:    RegIndex= 42;   break; 
 case s_ch11:    RegIndex= 43;   break; 
 case s_ch12:    RegIndex= 44;   break; 
 case s_ch13:    RegIndex= 45;   break; 
 case s_ch14:    RegIndex= 46;   break; 
 case s_ch15:    RegIndex= 47;   break; 
 case d_ch0:    RegIndex= 48;   break; 
 case d_ch1:    RegIndex= 49;   break; 
 case d_ch2:    RegIndex= 50;   break; 
 case d_ch3:    RegIndex= 51;   break; 
 case d_ch4:    RegIndex= 52;   break; 
 case d_ch5:    RegIndex= 53;   break; 
 case d_ch6:    RegIndex= 54;   break; 
 case d_ch7:    RegIndex= 55;   break; 
 default:   printf("AD Input Ch error!");//return(CHANNEL_NUM_ERR); 
 } 
 
 OUTP(ACL8112DG_BASE + 10, RegIndex); 
//   return(OK); 
} 
 
void AD_Set_Range(int ChannelNo, int option){ 
  




 case gain1:    RegIndex= 0;   break; 
 case gain2:    RegIndex= 1;   break; 
 case gain3:    RegIndex= 2;   break; 
 case gain4:    RegIndex= 3;   break; 
 case gain5:    RegIndex= 4;   break; 
 case gain6:    RegIndex= 5;   break; 
 case gain7:    RegIndex= 6;   break; 
 case gain8:    RegIndex= 7;   break; 
 case gain0:    RegIndex= 8;   break; 
 default:   printf("AD Set Range error!");//return(CHANNEL_NUM_ERR); 
 } 
  
 OUTP(ACL8112DG_BASE + 9, RegIndex); 
} 
 
void AD_Trigger_Mode(int ChannelNo, int option){ 
  
 int RegIndex; 
  
 switch(option){ 
 case disable_internal:    RegIndex= 0;   break; 
 case software_trigger_poll:    RegIndex= 1;   break; 
 case timer_pacer_dma:    RegIndex= 2;   break; 
 case timer_pacer_irq:    RegIndex= 6;   break; 
 default:   printf("AD Trigger Mode error!");//return(CHANNEL_NUM_ERR); 
 } 
  
 OUTP(ACL8112DG_BASE + 11, RegIndex); 
} 
 
void AD_Acquire(int ChannelNo, int option){ 
  
 int hi_byte, lo_byte, code, channel; 
 
 AD_Input_Ch(0, ChannelNo);  //Set Ch to acquire 
 
 RtSleepFt(&delay);    //Set a delay for command to execute (reqs at least 8us) 
 
 OUTP(ACL8112DG_BASE + 12, 1); //Generate a trigger pulse 
 
 RtSleepFt(&delay);    //Set a delay for command to execute (reqs at least 8us) 
 
 while(((hi_byte = INP(ACL8112DG_BASE + 5)) & 0x10) != 0);//Poll for Data Ready signal 
  
 lo_byte = INP(ACL8112DG_BASE + 4);  
  
 code = ((hi_byte & 0x0f) << 8) | lo_byte; 
 channel = ChannelNo - 16;  
 
 if(channel == 2){ 
 pCommon->ad[channel] = -(double)option * ((double)code - 2048.0) / 2048.0 + 2.5;  
  } 
  else{ 
   pCommon->ad[channel] = (double)option * ((double)code - 2048.0) / 2048.0;  




// RTX MAIN FUNCTIONS 
//:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
 
void start_timer_for_sine(int dummy1, int dummy2)  
{ 






  RtGetClockTime(CLOCK_FASTEST,&endTime); 
 
  realtime = (double)(endTime.QuadPart - starealtime.QuadPart)/(double)FROM_S_TO_100NS; 
} 
 
void homing(int ChannelNo, int option){ 
 
 int flag = 0; 
 int n; 
 
 pCommon->start = 0; 
 pCommon->home = 1; 
 
 for(n = 0; n <= 2; n++){ 
// AD_Acquire(d_ch2, 5); 
 
 // Home Motor1 first 
 while((pCommon->ad[2] > 0.01) || (pCommon->ad[2] < -0.01)){ 
  if(pCommon->ad[2] < -0.01){ 
   pCommon->value_1 = 2560; //+2.5 Volts 
   DAC(1, 0); //Move motor1 in positive direction 
  } 
  if(pCommon->ad[2] > 0.01){ 
   pCommon->value_1 = 1536; //-2.5 Volts 
   DAC(1, 0); //Move motor1 in positive direction 
  //printf("positive\r"); 
  } 
  //AD_Acquire(d_ch2, 5); 
 } 
 pCommon->value_1 = 2048; //0 Volts 
 DAC(1, 0); //Stop motor1 
 vCounterReset(0, Reset_Ch1); 
 } 
 
 flag = 0; 
  
 Sleep(1000); 
 //Home Motor2 
 DigitalInput(0, 0); 
 
 digital_0 = pCommon->digital_byte % 2; 
 digital_1 = (pCommon->digital_byte / 2) % 2; 
 digital_2 = (pCommon->digital_byte / 4) % 2; 
 digital_3 = (pCommon->digital_byte / 8) % 2; 
 digital_4 = (pCommon->digital_byte / 16) % 2; 
 digital_5 = (pCommon->digital_byte / 32) % 2; 
 digital_6 = (pCommon->digital_byte / 64) % 2; 
 digital_7 = (pCommon->digital_byte / 128) % 2; 
 
 pCommon->value_2 = 2355; //+1.5 Volts 
 DAC(2, 0); //Move motor1 in positive direction 
 
 while (digital_3){ 
  DigitalInput(0, 0);    
 
  digital_0 = pCommon->digital_byte % 2; 
  digital_1 = (pCommon->digital_byte / 2) % 2; 
  digital_2 = (pCommon->digital_byte / 4) % 2; 
  digital_3 = (pCommon->digital_byte / 8) % 2; 
  digital_4 = (pCommon->digital_byte / 16) % 2; 
  digital_5 = (pCommon->digital_byte / 32) % 2; 
  digital_6 = (pCommon->digital_byte / 64) % 2; 
  digital_7 = (pCommon->digital_byte / 128) % 2; 
   
  if(!digital_4 && !flag){ 
   pCommon->value_2 = 1741; //-1.5 Volts 
   DAC(2, 0); //Move motor1 in negative direction 
   flag = 1; 
  } 
 } 
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 pCommon->value_2 = 2048; //0 Volts 
 DAC(2, 0); //Stop motor1 
 flag = 0; 
 vCounterReset(0, Reset_Ch2); 
  
 
 start_timer_for_sine(0, 0); 
 pCommon->desired_position1 = 0; 
 pCommon->desired_position2 = 0; 
 pCommon->home = 0; 








 int i; 
 double hb,freq; 
 double tt2,tt3,tt4; 
 double ex,hb2,hw,hw1,hwdot,hwddot; 
 double sinhw,coshw; 
   
 q[0] = pCommon->counter1 * 2.0 * PI / 4560.0; 
 q[1] = pCommon->counter2* 2.0 * PI / 4152.0; 










  start_timer_for_sine(0,0); 
 } 
 pCommon->oldTime = 1; 
 
 get_realtime();  
 
 if(realtime < pCommon->period) 
 { 
  for(i=0;i<2;i++) 





 tt2 = realtime * realtime; 
 tt3 = tt2 * realtime; 
 tt4 = tt3 * realtime; 
 ex = exp(-hb * tt3); 
 hb2 = hb * hb; 
 hw= freq*(1 - ex); 
 hwdot= freq*(3 * hb * tt2 * ex); 
 hwddot= freq*(6 * hb * realtime * ex - 9*hb2*tt4*ex); 
 hw1 = (hw+hwdot*realtime); 
 sinhw = sin(hw * realtime); 




  qdes[i]= qfinal[i]*sinhw+qinit[i]; 
  dqdes[i]= qfinal[i]*coshw*hw1; 
  ddqdes[i]=-qfinal[i]*sinhw*hw1*hw1+qfinal[i]*coshw*(2*hwdot+hwddot*realtime); 
 } 
 pCommon->desired_position1 = qdes[0] * 4560.0 / (2 * PI); 




void RTFCNDCL calcTask(PVOID addr) 
{ 
  
 if((pCommon->start_sine) && (!pCommon->home)) sine(); //start sine following function 
 






 pCommon->counter1 = 65536 * pCommon->InReg[2] + 256 * pCommon->InReg[1] + pCommon->InReg[0] - 8388608; 
 pCommon->counter2 = 65536 * pCommon->InReg[6] + 256 * pCommon->InReg[5] + pCommon->InReg[4] - 8388608; 
// pCommon->counter3 = 65536 * pCommon->InReg[10] + 256 * pCommon->InReg[9] + pCommon->InReg[8] - 8388608; 
/* 
 if(pCommon->number == 0){ 
  if(pCommon->channel_no == 1){ 
   if(pCommon->count <= 99){ 
    record1[pCommon->count] = pCommon->counter1; 
    pCommon->count++; 
   } 
  } 
  if(pCommon->channel_no == 2){ 
   if(pCommon->count <= 99){ 
    record2[pCommon->count] = pCommon->counter2; 
    pCommon->count++; 
   } 
  } 
 } 
*/ 




  AD_Acquire(d_ch0, 5); 
  AD_Acquire(d_ch1, 5); 
   
  if((pCommon->ad[0] < - 0.1) || (pCommon->ad[0] > 0.1)){ 
   pCommon->desired_position1 = pCommon->desired_position1 - (2.5 * pCommon->ad[0]); 
   if(pCommon->desired_position1 > 1000) pCommon->desired_position1 = 1000; 
   if(pCommon->desired_position1 < -1000) pCommon->desired_position1 = -1000; 
  } 
 
  if((pCommon->ad[1] < - 0.1) || (pCommon->ad[1] > 0.1)){ 
   pCommon->desired_position2 = pCommon->desired_position2 + (2.5 * pCommon->ad[1]); 
   if(pCommon->desired_position2 > 1000) pCommon->desired_position2 = 1000; 
   if(pCommon->desired_position2 < -1000) pCommon->desired_position2 = -1000; 




   
  if(!pCommon->oldTime){ 
   start_timer_for_sine(0,0); 
  } 
  pCommon->oldTime = 1; 
   
  position_error1 = (double)(pCommon->desired_position1 - pCommon ->counter1) * 2.0 * PI / 4560.0; 
  position_error2 = (double)(pCommon->desired_position2 - pCommon ->counter2) * 2.0 * PI / 4152.0; 
   
  get_realtime(); 
 
  desired_output1 = (pCommon->Kp1 * ( 0.6029 * position_error1 - 0.5735 * prev_position_error1 )  
      + 0.1765 * prev_desired_output1)*(1 - exp(-0.1 * realtime)); 
  desired_output2 = (pCommon->Kp2 * ( 0.5395 * position_error2 - 0.5132 * prev_position_error2 )  
      + 0.05263 * prev_desired_output2)*(1 - exp(-0.1 * realtime)); 
  
  prev_desired_output1 = desired_output1; 
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  prev_desired_output2 = desired_output2; 
  prev_position_error1 = position_error1; 
  prev_position_error2 = position_error2; 
  
// printf("%lf\t\r",desired_output1); 
  if(desired_output1 > 2048) desired_output1 = desired_output1 + 0.853428; 
  if(desired_output1 < 2048) desired_output1 = desired_output1 - 0.74258; 
 
  pCommon->value_1 = (int)(0.5 + 2048.0 * (1.0 + desired_output1 / 10.0)); // for +-10 V DAC  
  if (pCommon->value_1 > 4095) pCommon->value_1 = 4095; 
  if (pCommon->value_1 < 0) pCommon->value_1 = 0; 
  DAC(1,0); 
   
  pCommon->value_2 = (int)(0.5 + 2048.0 * (1.0 + desired_output2 / 10.0)); // for +-10 V DAC  
  if (pCommon->value_2 > 4095) pCommon->value_2 = 4095; 
  if (pCommon->value_2 < 0) pCommon->value_2 = 0; 
  DAC(2,0); 
 
 } 
   
 AD_Acquire(d_ch2, 5); 
  






// HANDLE calcTimerh; 
 HANDLE sharedMemory, semaPhore; 
 LARGE_INTEGER length; 
// FILE *fptr1, *fptr2; 
// int j; 
// double i; 
 
 // Allocate Shared memory 
 sharedMemory=RtCreateSharedMemory(PAGE_READWRITE,0,sizeof(TEST),"common", (VOID**) &pCommon); 
 if(GetLastError()==ERROR_ALREADY_EXISTS) 
 { 
  printf("Memory already exist\r\n"); 
  Sleep(1000); 





  printf("Cannot allocate memory\r\n"); 
  Sleep(1000); 
  return; 
 } 
 
    semaPhore = RtCreateSemaphore( NULL, 0, 1, MSGSTR_SEM_POST); 
     
 if (semaPhore==0) 
 { 
  printf("RtCreateSemaphore for posting failed."); 
  RtCloseHandle(sharedMemory); 
  Sleep(3000); 
  return; 
 } 
 
 delay.QuadPart = 1; //Set RtSleepFt time to 100us 
 
//Assign functions to function pointers 
 pCommon->func[0] = &DAC; 
 pCommon->func[1] = &Control; 
 pCommon->func[2] = &PortInput; 
 pCommon->func[3] = &PortOutput; 
 pCommon->func[4] = &DigitalInput; 
 pCommon->func[5] = &DigitalOutput; 
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 pCommon->func[6] = &vCh_SetInputMode; 
 pCommon->func[7] = &vCh_DefineResetValue; 
 pCommon->func[8] = &vCh_SetLatchSource; 
 pCommon->func[9] = &vCh_IfResetOnLatch; 
 pCommon->func[10] = &vLatchWhenOverflow; 
 pCommon->func[11] = &vCounterReset; 
 pCommon->func[12] = &vChooseSysClock; 
 pCommon->func[13] = &vSetCascadeMode; 
 pCommon->func[14] = &vSet16C54TimeBase; 
 pCommon->func[15] = &vSetDI1orTimerInt; 
 pCommon->func[16] = &vSet16C54Divider; 
 pCommon->func[17] = &vCh_Read; 
 pCommon->func[18] = &vStatus_Read; 
 pCommon->func[19] = &vOverflow_Read; 
 pCommon->func[20] = &homing; 
 pCommon->func[21] = &AD_Input_Ch; 
 pCommon->func[22] = &AD_Set_Range; 
 pCommon->func[23] = &AD_Trigger_Mode; 
 pCommon->func[24] = &AD_Acquire; 
 pCommon->func[25] = &start_timer_for_sine; 
 pCommon->func[26] = &start_polhemus; 
 pCommon->func[27] = &stop_polhemus; 
 
 Sleep(2000); //Delay calc timer task execution for CVI to open shared memory 
 
// Initialise values 
 pCommon->desired_position1 = 0;   //initial position 
 pCommon->desired_position2 = 0; 
 pCommon->Kp1 = 1200.0;     //initial gain 
 pCommon->Kp2 = 700.0; 
  
// initialise Ax5414 
 pCommon->value_1 = 2048;    //0 Volts 
 DAC(1, 0);        //set motor1 
 pCommon->value_2 = 2048;    //0 Volts 
 DAC(2, 0);        //set motor1 
 pCommon->digital_byte = 0; 
 DigitalOutput(0, 0);     //0 digital output  
 
// initialise Pcl833 
 vCh_SetInputMode(ch1 ,times3);  //X4 Quadrature 
 vCh_SetInputMode(ch2 ,times3); 
 vChooseSysClock(0 ,Sys8MHZ);  //8 MHZ System Clock 
 vSetCascadeMode(0 ,c24bits);   //24 bit counting 
 vCh_DefineResetValue(ch1 ,middle);  //Start from middle 
 vCh_DefineResetValue(ch2 ,middle); 
 vCh_DefineResetValue(ch3 ,middle); 
 vCh_SetLatchSource(ch1 ,SwReadLatch); //Software Latch 
 vCh_SetLatchSource(ch2 ,SwReadLatch); 
 vCh_SetLatchSource(ch3 ,SwReadLatch); 
 vCh_IfResetOnLatch(ch1, ResetNo);  //No reset on Latch 
 vCh_IfResetOnLatch(ch2, ResetNo); 
 vCh_IfResetOnLatch(ch3, ResetNo); 
 vLatchWhenOverflow(0, FreeAll);   //No stop on overflow 
 vCounterReset(0 ,Reset_Ch1);   //Reset counters to zero 
 vCounterReset(0 ,Reset_Ch2); 
 vCounterReset(0 ,Reset_Ch3); 
 
// initialise ACL8112DG 
 AD_Set_Range(0, gain1);     //set AD range +-5V 
 AD_Trigger_Mode(0, software_trigger_poll);//software triggering 
  
 // Create calc timer object 
 
 if(!(calcTimerh = RtCreateTimer(NULL,0,calcTask, NULL, RT_PRIORITY_MAX, CLOCK_FASTEST))) { 
  printf("Could not get timer handle"); 
  return; 
 } 
  
 pCommon->period = 0.001; //1ms timer task 
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 // Start calc timer 
 length.QuadPart = (long)(pCommon->period*FROM_S_TO_100US); 
 if(!RtSetTimerRelative(calcTimerh, &length, &length)) { 
  printf("Could not initialize timer"); 




 com_init(); //initialise com port1 
  
 //During program loop, wait for msg sent by CVI interface through semaphores, timer task  
 //runs independently in the background 
 
 while(pCommon->end!=1){ 
  RtWaitForSingleObject( semaPhore, INFINITE); 




 //Do a file save for data collected 
 if((fptr1 = fopen("d:\\project\\HEM2\\data1.dat", "w")) == NULL){ 
  printf("data 1 file cannot be opened!"); 
   
  RtCancelTimer(calcTimerh, &length); 
  RtDeleteTimer(calcTimerh); 
 
  RtCloseHandle(calcTimerh); 
  RtCloseHandle(sharedMemory); 
  RtCloseHandle(semaPhore); 
 
  return; 
 } 
 if((fptr2 = fopen("d:\\project\\HEM2\\data2.dat", "w")) == NULL){ 
  printf("data 2 file cannot be opened!"); 
 
  RtCancelTimer(calcTimerh, &length); 
  RtDeleteTimer(calcTimerh); 
 
  RtCloseHandle(calcTimerh); 
  RtCloseHandle(sharedMemory); 
  RtCloseHandle(semaPhore); 
 
  return; 
 } 
  
 j = 0; 
   
 for(i = 0.01; i <= 1.01; i = i + 0.01){ 
  radian1 = (double)record1[j] * 2.0 * PI / 4560.0;  
  fprintf(fptr1,"%lf\t%lf\n",i ,radian1); 
  radian2 = (double)record2[j] * 2.0 * PI / 4152.0;  
  fprintf(fptr2,"%lf\t%lf\n",i ,radian2); 






 pCommon->digital_byte = 0; 
 DigitalOutput(0, 0);     //0 digital output  
 pCommon->value_1 = 2048; //0 Volts 
 DAC(1, 0); //Stop motor1 
 pCommon->value_2 = 2048; //0 Volts 
 DAC(2, 0); //Stop motor1 
  





















 int ch; 
  
 OUTP(LCR, 0x80); // 1000000 => bit7 of LCR set to 1, baud rate divisor activated 
 OUTPW(DLAB, 1);  // baud rate * 16 * DLAB value = 1.8432 MHz => 115.2bps 
 OUTP(LCR, 0x03); // 8 data bits, 1 stop bit, no parity 
 
 //initialise Polhemus and send first command 
 send_string(command3); //boresight request for sensor1 -- hand 
 Sleep(500); 
 send_string(command4); //boresight request for sensor2 -- head 
 Sleep(500); 
 send_string(command1); //Binary info request for sensor1 -- hand 
 Sleep(500); 
 send_string(command2); //Binary info request for sensor2 -- head 
 Sleep(500); 
  
// for(trashbuf = 0;trashbuf <= 10; trashbuf++) 
  trash = INP(RXR); 
//  printf("Trash is %x\n",trash); 
  
 




 // Attach the shutdown handler 
 if(!(sdh = RtAttachShutdownHandler(NULL,  
  0, shutdownh, NULL, RT_PRIORITY_MIN))) { 
   fail("Could not attach shutdown handler."); 
 } 
 
 ihr = RtAttachInterruptVector( NULL,    // security attributes (default) 
         0,   
  // stacksize (default) 
         serial_interrupt, // interrupt 
handler 
         NULL,   
 // context argument 
         RT_PRIORITY_MAX - 1,
 // priority 
         Isa,  
 // interface type 
         0,   
  // bus number 
         4,  // interrupt 
level 
         4);//interrupt vector 
 
 if(!ihr){ 
  RtReleaseShutdownHandler(sdh); 
  fail("Could not attach interrupt"); 
 } 
 ch = INP(MCR) | 0x08; 
 OUTP(MCR, ch); 
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void RTFCNDCL serial_interrupt(PVOID pdt) 
{ 
// static double k = 0; 
// int test; 
 RtDisableInterrupts(); 
 if ((INP(IIR) & 0x07) == 0x04) 
 { 
  buffer[endbuf] = INP(RXR); 
//  test = (int)buffer[endbuf]; 
//  printf("%x\t", test); 
  endbuf++; 
 
//  printf("%d\n",endbuf); 
  if (endbuf == 33) 
  {  
   for (i=3; i<=14; i+=2) 
   { 
     convert(buffer[i],buffer[i+1]); 
     n++; 
   } 
     
   for (i=19; i<=30; i+=2) 
   { 
     convert(buffer[i],buffer[i+1]); 
     n++; 
   } 
     
   pCommon->z_axis = pCommon->result_buffer[9] * 11.53;//-341.2; // Convert euler angles to counts 
for HEM 
   pCommon->y_axis = pCommon->result_buffer[10] * 12.67;//289.2; 
//   pCommon->x_axis = pCommon->result_buffer[11] * 289.2; 
    
   if (pCommon->z_axis < -1000) pCommon->z_axis = -1000; 
   if (pCommon->z_axis > 1000) pCommon->z_axis = 1000; 
   if (pCommon->y_axis < -1000) pCommon->y_axis = -1000; 
   if (pCommon->y_axis > 1000) pCommon->y_axis = 1000; 
//   if (pCommon->z_axis < -30000) pCommon->z_axis = -30000; 
//   if (pCommon->z_axis > 30000) pCommon->z_axis = 30000; 
     
       
   if(pCommon->start_polhemus == 1) 
   { 
    pCommon->desired_position1 = pCommon->y_axis;   //initial 
position 
    pCommon->desired_position2 = pCommon->z_axis; 
   } 
   pCommon->polhemus_doneflag = 1; 
 
   n = 0; 
   i = 0; 
   endbuf=0; 
//   ++polhemus; 
//   pCommon->process_doneflag = 1; 
    
  } 
   
 } 
 /* Set end of interrupt flag */ 






void send_character(char ch) 
{ 
char  status; 
 do 
 { 
  status = INP(LSR) & 0x40; 
 } while (status!=0x40); 
 /*repeat until Tx buffer empty ie bit 6 set*/ 
 OUTP(TXDATA, ch); 
} 
 
void send_string(char* s) 
{ 
 while(*s != '\0') 
 { send_character(*s); 








unsigned short int checksign=0x40, syncoff=0x7F, mask=0x1FFF; 
unsigned short int lo=0, signflag=0, hilo=0; 
double ans=0; 
 
lo = s1 & syncoff; 
signflag = s2 & checksign; 
hilo = ((hilo | s2) <<7) | lo; 
 
if(signflag){ 
 hilo = (~hilo + 0x01) & mask; 
 } 
 else{ 
  hilo = hilo & mask; 
 } 
 
if(i <= 8 || (i >= 19 && i <= 24)){ 
 ans = (double)hilo * 0.3662; // Conversion for X,Y,Z values in mm 
 } 
 else{ 
 ans = (double)hilo * 0.021973; //* (PI/180);// Conversion for az,el and roll angles (to radians) 
 } 
 
if (signflag) ans = -ans; 
// && ((i > 4 && i < 7) || i > 8)) //work in the positive coordinate range for position 
pCommon->result_buffer[n] = ans;  
 
  
}    
 










void RTFCNDCL shutdownh(PVOID dummy, long cause) 
{ 
 static int i; 
 
 if(STOP_TIME) { 
  for(i = 0; i < STOP_TIME ; i++) { 
   Sleep(60000); 
  } 
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 } else { 




void fail(char *mesg) 
{ 
  































































Rth 1 / Rth 2








































4,5 6 12 18 24 30
1,3 2,9 9,7 25,0 57,0 105
3,85 3,06 3,66 3,18 2,47 2,08
86 85 84 82 80 79
8 000 8 000 8 500 8 700 8 800 9 300
0,020 0,013 0,009 0,007 0,005 0,004
18,40 14,60 16,40 13,90 10,70 8,56
0,11 0,09 0,12 0,14 0,13 0,12
1 790 1 340 714 488 371 314
0,559 0,745 1,400 2,050 2,690 3,180
5,34 7,12 13,40 19,60 25,70 30,40
0,187 0,141 0,075 0,051 0,039 0,033
435 548 518 626 822 1 090
70 130 400 600 1 600 2 200
12 11 12 14 11 12
2,60 1,90 2,20 2,10 1,30 1,10
70 76 74 65 84 81
4 / 27
4 / 660









8 000 8 000 8 000 8 000 8 000 8 000
3 3 3 3 3 3
1,340 0,900 0,490 0,300 0,200 0,140
2233 T 4,5 S 006 S 012 S 018 S 024 S 030 S














































































– rotor, max. permissible
Shaft bearings
Shaft load max.:
– with shaft diameter
– radial at 3000 rpm (3 mm from bearing)
– axial at 3000 rpm









Current up to (thermal limits)
Recommended values
for Gearheads 22/...
sintered bronze sleeves ball bearings ball bearings, preloaded
(standard) (optional) (optional)
steel, zinc galvanized and passivated
clockwise, viewed from the front face
(optional – 55 … + 125)
deep






For notes on technical data and lifetime performance For options on DC-Micromotors refer to page 62.
refer to “Technical Information”. Specifications subject to change without notice.
www.faulhaber.com
2224 R 2230 F 2233 F
L2 L1 L1 L1 M max. M max.
g mm mm mm mm mNm mNm
69 ,2 :1 80 50,9 57,8 63,6 66,2 100 400 ≠
161 :1 85 54,6 61,6 67,4 70,0 100 400 =
377 :1 90 59,5 66,5 72,3 74,9 100 400 ≠
879 :1 95 63,2 70,3 76,1 78,7 100 400 =









≤ 5 N 2)
≤ 5 N 2)
≤ 0,02 mm
= 0 mm 2)






















For notes on technical data and lifetime performance Specifications subject to change without notice.




Geartrain material all metal
Recommended max. input speed for:
– continuous operation
Backlash, when preloaded with the DC-Micromotor 1)
Bearings on output shaft preloaded ball bearings
Shaft load, max.:
– radial (6 mm from mounting face)
– axial
Shaft press fit force, max.






















Orientation with respect to
motor terminals not defined
deep
2) Limited by the preloaded ball bearings.




1) These gearheads are available preloaded to zero
backlash with motors factory assembled only.
Zero Backlash 1)















































Rth 1 / Rth 2








































3 6 9 12 18 24
1,6 8,6 14,5 24,0 42,0 75,0
1,36 1,00 1,34 1,44 1,87 1,85
78 74 75 75 77 76
12 000 10 600 11 500 13 000 13 800 14 400
0,030 0,016 0,012 0,010 0,007 0,006
4,33 3,60 4,46 4,23 5,16 4,91
0,07 0,08 0,09 0,09 0,09 0,09
4 070 1 810 1 300 1 110 779 611
0,246 0,553 0,767 0,905 1,280 1,640
2,35 5,28 7,33 8,64 12,30 15,60
0,426 0,189 0,136 0,116 0,082 0,064
2 770 2 940 2 580 3 070 2 670 2 930
85 200 400 750 1 200 3 000
19 16 19 19 19 24
0,65 0,52 0,70 0,59 0,68 0,78
66 69 63 72 76 63
8 / 39
4 / 335









10 000 10 000 10 000 10 000 10 000 10 000
1,5 1,5 1,5 1,5 1,5 1,5
0,980 0,420 0,320 0,250 0,190 0,140
1624 T 003 S 006 S 009 S 012 S 018 S 024 S
1624 T 1624 E
8,1


































































– rotor, max. permissible
Shaft bearings
Shaft load max.:
– with shaft diameter
– radial at 3000 rpm (3 mm from bearing)
– axial at 3000 rpm









Current up to (thermal limits)
Recommended values
sintered bronze sleeves ball bearings ball bearings, preloaded
(standard) (optional) (optional)
steel, zinc galvanized and passivated
clockwise, viewed from the front face
(optional – 55 … + 125)
for Gearheads 16/... (except 16/7)
deep
for





For notes on technical data and lifetime performance For options on DC-Micromotors refer to page 62.
refer to “Technical Information”. Specifications subject to change without notice.
www.faulhaber.com
76 :1 24 32,0 34,9 42,9 100 300 =
141 :1 24 32,0 34,9 42,9 100 150 =
262 :1 26 34,1 37,0 45,0 100 300 ≠
485 :1 26 34,1 37,0 45,0 100 150 ≠
900 :1 28 36,2 39,1 47,1 100 300 =









≤ 5 N 2)
≤ 5 N 2)
≤ 0,02 mm
= 0 mm 2)





































1516 E 1624 E
L2 L1 L1 M max. M max.
g mm mm mm mNm mNm
For notes on technical data and lifetime performance Specifications subject to change without notice.




Geartrain material all steel
Recommended max. input speed for:
– continuous operation
Backlash, when preloaded with the DC-Micromotor 1)
Bearings on output shaft preloaded ball bearings
Shaft load, max.:
– radial (6,5 mm from mounting face)
– axial
Shaft press fit force, max.

























1) These gearheads are available preloaded to zero
backlash with motors factory assembled only.
2) Limited by the preloaded ball bearings.






For detailed information on zero backlash gearheads see page 92
